
Toledo Recovery Plan

What is your 5-digit zip code?

Number of responses: 1332

43601: 2x chosen (0.15%)

43603: 2x chosen (0.15%)

43604: 75x chosen (5.63%)

43605: 56x chosen (4.20%)

43606: 114x chosen (8.56%)

43607: 68x chosen (5.11%)

43608: 14x chosen (1.05%)

43609: 48x chosen (3.60%)

43610: 24x chosen (1.80%)

43611: 71x chosen (5.33%)

43612: 89x chosen (6.68%)

43613: 166x chosen (12.46%)

43614: 155x chosen (11.64%)

43615: 135x chosen (10.14%)

43617: 27x chosen (2.03%)

43620: 47x chosen (3.53%)

43623: 101x chosen (7.58%)

Not Listed: 138x chosen (10.36%)



The City has focused on five areas of investment in the Toledo Recovery Plan. Which of these potential investments
would you like to see prioritized?

Number of responses: 1677

1. Safe and Livable Neighborhoods 6423 1642

2. Youth, Recreation, and Parks 5229 1630

3. Job Creation and Economic Development 4822 1628

4. Avoiding Cuts to City Services 4545 1629

5. Green and Healthy Housing 3188 1611

Rank Choice Distribution Score Times Ranked

Lowest Highest



With this funding, how important are investments in Toledo’s youth, parks, and recreation?

Number of responses: 1650
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Which of these potential investments in youth, parks, and recreation would you most like to see happen?

Number of responses: 1623

1. Increasing recreational programming for youth 6048 1318

2. Creating summer job opportunities for youth 5763 1334

3.
Making improvements to recreational facilities
(basketball courts, ball diamonds, tennis courts)

5604 1557

4. Providing high-quality daycare services 5303 1298

5. Providing pre-k services to Toledo’s 4-year-olds 5214 1294

6. Replacing outdated playground equipment 4848 1313

7. Improving the City’s pools 3584 1299

Rank Choice Distribution Score Times Ranked

Lowest Highest



With this funding, how important are investments in safe and livable neighborhoods?

Number of responses: 1615
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Which of these potential investments in safe and livable neighborhoods would you most like to see happen?

Number of responses: 1566

1. Demolition of abandoned homes 6672 1370

2. New street lighting where it is missing 6113 1379

3. Increased programming to reduce gun violence 5879 1493

4.
Removal of dumping and debris from right of way
and alleys

5530 1369

5. Sidewalk improvements for accessibility 4978 1356

6. Additional ShotSpotter equipment for Toledo Police 4717 1483

7.
Planting additional trees to improve neighborhood
air quality

3913 1335

Rank Choice Distribution Score Times Ranked

Lowest Highest



With this funding, how important are investments in job creation and economic development?

Number of responses: 1424
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Which of these potential investments in job creation and economic development in order of which you would most
like to see happen?

Number of responses: 1397

1.
Demolition of large unsafe buildings (old apartment
buildings, factories, etc.)

5840 1337

2. Environmental clean-up of abandoned properties 5831 1332

3.
Water and sewer improvements to keep and retain
jobs

5609 1334

4. Job skills training 5560 1318

5.
Grants or loans to small businesses to recover from
the pandemic

5384 1323

6. Construction of affordable multi-family housing 4046 1303

7.
Construction of energy-efficient single-family
housing

4042 1300

Rank Choice Distribution Score Times Ranked

Lowest Highest



With this funding, how important are investments in green and healthy housing?

Number of responses: 1387
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Which of these potential investments in green and healthy housing would you most like to see happen?

Number of responses: 1337

1. Replacement of lead water service lines 6281 1283

2.
Renovation of empty properties to create new
homeowners

5334 1275

3.
Assistance to providers to reduce the number of
unhoused people

5085 1263

4. Grants to homeowners to eliminate lead hazards 4995 1254

5. Code compliance grants or loans to improve homes 4851 1268

6. Roof replacement grants 4291 1267

7.
Grants to landlords to make their properties lead-
safe for tenants

4099 1259

Rank Choice Distribution Score Times Ranked

Lowest Highest



With this funding, how important are investments to avoid cuts in city services?

Number of responses: 1359
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Which of these potential investments to avoid cuts in city services would you most like to see happen?

Number of responses: 1385

1.
Maintain city services by filling the budget shortfall
caused by COVID-19

4119 1318

2.
Rehire City staff that were temporarily laid off during
the pandemic

4112 1312

3.
Replace old equipment and vehicles for first
responders (police & fire)

3869 1324

4.
Keep capital improvements dollars for capital
improvement projects

3676 1310

5.
Provide premium pay to City workers essential
during the pandemic

3648 1316

Rank Choice Distribution Score Times Ranked

Lowest Highest

Are there other ideas that were not mentioned that you believe would be a worthwhile investment?

Number of responses: 952

Text answers:

To get the street pave between Putnam and Bancroft St



Yes but it encompasses parts of all these areas.  I do not agree that gun violence is a disease.  I think that is a way for criminals to avoid accepting 
responsibility for their crimes.  I think the burb violence program will address the current violence problem in the streets.  However, I think the 
problem should begin to be addressed in middle and high school with a curriculum in all the TPS schools on violence and its effects, how to identify 
feelings and manage them appropriately.  How to solve conflicts and how to deal with relationships and be of service tot he community.  An excellent 
book that co8ld be used is Understanding the Human Volcano; what teens can do about violence by Earl Hipp.  It also needs to include the community 
to improve housing and neighborhoods, creating activities for youth recreational, volunteer and ,p.t jobs, creating jobs in the community. Children can 
not thrive in safe livable neighborhoods and safe, healthy homes in middle and high schools on emotional regulation, conflict resolution and life skills.

Helpalready proven 12-step programs secure facilities.  Between Covid19 & Numby it all but impossible.  No meetings is like no vaccine in a viral .  
pandemic  Finish bike path to downtown Anthony Wayne trail,  RT24

A lot of children and youth have lost hope or hope is not implanted in their minds by the people around them.  To Solve this problem we can put 
money into the school to get people around the youth to give them hope.

Yes. It is important to allow programs for youth and adults to interact in the public parks with each other. . Chess in the parks and in the  downtown 
areas would also benefit  the tourist traffic as there is little to do in the downtown area for tourist. Many cities throughout the USA have benefited from 
having outdoor chess parks. Toledo is one of the cities that have none although there are many chess players and children that play chess or would 
like to learn. There are chess teams in many of the schools and even the Mayor of Toledo plays chess. Chess tables have been set up at many functions 
in the parks and  at Promenade Park  during the Kaboom event, there was a waiting line for families and children that wanted to play.

We absolutely need to make retaining our City Services a priority! We especially need to make sure our public safety - police & fire - are supported.  We 
should make capital investments with these funds that could provide a return on investment and avoid ongoing costs.

Are there ideas that were not mentioned that you believe would be a worthwhile investment? 
 
Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 



and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI /Internet services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.
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and Sylvania.   
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. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.
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. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.
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. WIFI services,  

. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  

. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 

. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 

. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.
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. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.
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Our Seniors! Now more than ever they are in need of programs and services to assist them. The Senior Center is one such place that needs to keep 
going. Help them help others.

Are there ideas that were not mentioned that you believe would be a worthwhile investment? 
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Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 



. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 

. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI/internet services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 



. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Please repair the walkway in Point Place.  High water, high winds washed away large portions of this beautiful pathway.

Significant increased funding support for teaching individuals and families how to best utilize their own properties as well as community gardens to 
create healthy soils to grow food in, improve water quality not only on their own property but also in the Maumee watershed.  
Provide Lucas Soil and Water with  $230,000 to be able to purchase a building to host trainings and workshops for the community on a regular basis. 
Then rent funds being paid now could go to other services for years to come.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 



The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  



. WIFI services,  

. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  

. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 

. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 

. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  



. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 

. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 

. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 



. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
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. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.



Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
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and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
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. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.



Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.



Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
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. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.



Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
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. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
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. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.



Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
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I am surprised that I saw no plan for increasing and improving services for seniors in Lucas County. The senior population is growing significantly in 
Lucas County, and with that growth, the need for an increase of seniors' services becomes even more important. In addition to upgrading of services 
available to Lucas County's senior population, there are senior centers which are housed in city owned buildings that could use attention. These 
buildings are in need of updating, maintenance and beautification in order to be the safe, welcoming places they strive to be for our  ever-growing 
senior population. I hope that the Toledo Recovery Task Force will consider including our valued older citizens as part of their recovery plan.

how about fixing the damn water billing system!!! every month it's a joke to figure out who messed it up last. they just deducted a check i sent in 
january in august. i have to call and give them the numbers off my meters each month because they don't read the same. then they still get it wrong 
when and " IF " i actually get the damn thing in the mail. i can send my gas bill to chicago and it clears the bank in 3 days. takes a week or longer if they 
don't lose it for the water to clear the bank. and i live a 10 minute drive from where you are for god sake!!

The city should provide a service to get ride of rodents including possums and groundhogs, etc.  in the neighborhoods. This would make the city 
attractive to individuals looking to move into the city and relieve the fear of home owners.  Cameras and lights in the alleys to prevent dumping make it 
safer yo get to your garage, and restructure the roads in the alleys to make it easier and safer to get to your garage.

There is/was a successful program in Cincinnati in which people in the artist community were invited to take over abandoned buildings for the 
purpose of setting up artist studios and markets. They are charged a nominal fee of $1 for a year of this space. I understand that this program helped 
to bring people and business into these neighborhoods. Hooray!

I think all single moms,or dads,should get a check,other States did this with poverty population in California, and couple others, I believe single parents 
only,and landlords should get the stimulus money that was set up for them but over 90 percent landlords didn't get,and can't get the funds???/ why?

Senior centers need more funding to respond to increased population and vulnerability to covid

Hire staff to maintain/repair the concrete street medians, and sidewalks that have weeds growing out of the cracks, and those that are in need or 
repair. Also, the neighborhood display sign areas that have been overcome with weeds and lack of upkeep. Remove the dead and unsightly “wild 
flower” exhibits within the cities concrete medians, no one has maintained them, and add perennials with recycled wood chips. If the city needs more 
lighting, then add solar lights to keep costs down. Hire street cleaners to pick up trash on highways, exits, and in neighborhoods. Hire staff to keep 



vacant lots cut, remove trash and debris. Hire staff to remove pans handlers from city corners and highway exits, and refer them to Service Providers 
that can assist their real needs. Lastly, give funds to families that are doing all they can to survive, but aren’t dirt poor, we need help too!

Social Emotional Support for our children and teens, such as grief support.

Provide incentives for property owners to maintain or deal with their ignored or undeveloped property within downtown spaces. Provide incentives for 
people to start small businesses within the same spaces to begin healthy trade amongst citizens & spark development.

Build a recreation center in the central city.  Rather than spend 2 million dollars on the Frederick Douglas center.  Use that money to raise matching 
funds from the private community and build a recreational center with an indoor track and pool.  The center should offer chess club, archery, pickle 
ball, fitness classes etc. Toledo loses residents to the suburbs every year because they have excellent recreational facilities and parks with water 
fountains and toilets with indoor plumbing.   Stop putting  bandaids on gaping wounds.  Respect the tax payers enough to provide them with high 
quality facilities and services.  You should have saved the money from those gaudy signs at the parks and restored the restroom facilities.  If 
Metroparks can do it, the city can do it.

Helping homeowners to easily receive grants to update and renovate their homes. And increase security in our neighborhoods.

Each city district should get an equal share of the money.

When considering water & sewer infrastructure, do not forget the City's stormsewer system.  The system is cleaned infrequently and literally collapsing 
throughout, most noticeably at outfalls.  This results in flooding and degradation of water quality through infiltration and erosion along waterways.  It 
would definitely be worthwhile to use some of this one-time funding to give it some attention. 
 
There are many places that youth, livable neighborhoods and job creation can intersect.  Here are some examples: 
 
Toledo's tree canopy has been significantly reduced in recent years, adding to our heat island effect and heating and cooling bills.  Develop a citizen 
forestry program or youth tree corps to add trees to our neighborhoods, making them more livable, and provide marketable skills.  In some cities, this is 
a youth employment program. 
 



Train personnel from Urban Beautification and/or Environmental Services to be licensed trainers for the National Green Infrastructure Certification 
Program (https://ngicp.org/) so that they, in turn, can train City personnel, landscaping contractors, youth, persons recently released from prison, etc. in 
the proper maintenance of the City's growing inventory of green infrastructure.  Green infrastructure can add more to the health of our neighborhoods 
than additional turf grass. 
 
Fund Toledo GROWs to develop and staff youth gardens and natural play areas in neighborhoods that are food deserts.  This will provide fresh 
produce in areas where it is most needed, offer positive outdoor recreational opportunities in neighborhoods and raise up the next  generation of 
community gardeners and urban farmers.  Natural play areas would also be a good replacement for aging playground equipment. 
 
Develop a youth/young adult employment program to evaluate homes for energy efficiency and provide the suggested retrofits:  replacing lighting with 
LED, caulking leaks, blowing in insulation, etc. 
 
One other potential area of investment not specifically mentioned would be providing youth in juvenile detention and under other forms of community 
control with improved educational opportunities.  In addition to giving these young people more opportunities for success, it might be another 
program with the potential to reduce gun violence.

Homeowner repair money, education for preschoolers, daycare, and crime prevention. Build a trade school in the CHERRY LEGACY community. Our 
community consists of a diverse group of youth, single parents, home schooled children, retirees, and trade skilled individuals who have the expertise 
to build - educate - provide leadership skills within our community for our community. In an effort to guide our youth in making better life style 
choices, we would like to use this grant money to invest in our youth.

It's disappointing that so many of Toledo's neighborhoods are so far gone. I work at a utility company and get exposure to all areas of Toledo. 
Unfortunately, this area is plagued with poverty and violence. So many are living in squalor with rats, fleas, and other horrors. This money should be 
spent to clean these neighborhoods up and support gentrification. 
 
Why would we spend money on playground equipment that will be vandalized? Or programs that don't attack the root of the problem. Our 
impoverished areas have nothing better to do than cause problems with drugs, gangs, and guns. These areas are a huge tax burden as they pay little 
in and require the most assistance. Police and programs exist to 'help' these neighborhoods. Take a drive through the north end and look at all the 
shoes hanging on wires... These areas are the problems. Low income areas all packed in together. Most of these homes are rentals owned by out of 
state investors. 
 
Use this money to take your city back. Find a way to aggressively attack the root of the issue. Clean up the streets and disperse the problems. Spend 



the money on cleaning alleys? Why should a federal gift go to beautifying areas with garbage in alleys. These homes need torn down and the crime 
cleaned up. We have a large police force and it seems still not enough. We don't need shot spotter cameras if there's no one to do the shooting. 
 
I can see the Lagrange area has remnants of a strong polish culture. What happened? My heart breaks for the old polish folks staying put while two 
houses down theres houses with bullet holes in the windows. 
We have great businesses here that support so many. The good people of Toledo need something tangible to see with their own eyes. It's owed to them 
for still being here. Look at Columbus, Toledo can be a place people want to come also. The fact that we're still a second rate city is ridiculous... We can 
do better.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
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. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
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. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.
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. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
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I believe it should be a grant for homeowners for $100000) to repair and remodel homes also should be able to have $100000 to start a business  also 
should have $100000 to go to college pay debt of.
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Improvements & updates to city parks... i.e.  The skating rink at Ottawa Park that is used year round.   
 
More investment is mental health professionals that can answer calls instead of police.
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pest control  Rats and mosquitos
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no

Because this is a one-time fixed amount of money that has a deadline on when it needs to be spent, I think it's important to focus on infrastructure 
spending rather than creating lots of expensive new programming that we won't be able to support once the funds are gone and will then get cut. This 
infrastructure spending should also include expanding broadband/WiFi access throughout the city. We saw last year that lots of families had to rely on 
WiFi from the library system by sitting in the parking lots so their kids could attend virtual school. Kids deserve better than that.

Allocating advertising dollars to organizations administering programs so that people know where to find assistance.  Posting on websites and social 
media does not reach everybody who needs help; many people have limited access to technology.

I am particularly concerned about the blight along Monroe Street between the Old West End and the Toledo Hospital. It is such an important corridor 
for our city and it is devastating to see so many buildings completely crumbling, weedy, with debris all around. I read the weekly newsletter that Sean 
Nester sends my way. I lost respect for the Blade's administration years ago and prefer not to subscribe in order to know what is happening in the city.



A simple one is to coordinate traffic lights to save fuel and energy. 
Continue to improve street paving

Send money to AmeriCorps members serving in the city.

The senior population (age 60+) is growing exponentially in Toledo and Lucas County. In 2000, Lucas County had 76,180 seniors. During 2020-2024, the 
number of Lucas County seniors is expected to reach 108,382. The need for programs and services to support seniors has increased during the 
pandemic, with senior centers experiencing a higher volume of requests for support of the aging citizens of Toledo. A few senior centers in Toledo are 
housed in buildings owned by the City of Toledo and have deferred maintenance and/or need for modernization. A great use of funds would be to put 
some towards repairing and/or upgrading these buildings (similar to the funding committed to the Frederick Douglass Center) that serve such a large 
and important population in Toledo - citizens over the age of 60.

More investment in environmental sustainability and combating local impact of climate changes

I think the city should be in sidewalks in the  arear of Laskey road to  Monroe st  all the children that attend Monac School have to  walk in the street to 
and from work.  WE NEED SIDEWALKS  ON  all the streets ,  no where  to walk -- safety danger for children and one the street they live --- WE NEED 
SIDEWALKS

FIX THE STREETS!!!!!! There are sinkholes all over and potholes every two seconds.  Cars are RUINED and people can't afford to fix them. The city should 
be paying to fix these cars but always finds a way out of it.  The roads here are dangerous due to these potholes.

Senior services. Transportation and technological assistance especially. During the pandemic many seniors were not able to access vaccine 
appointments, telehalth  and other services because of their unfamiliarity with online scheduling, online meetings, etc. 
 
I do not think funds should be used for “job creation.” There are many jobs in Toledo that are currently going unfilled. My neighborhood restaurant is 
now closed one day a week because they can’t find enough cooks. The deli at Kroger at Monroe and Secor was closed for a week because they were 
without staff. Lines sometimes go to the back of the store because they don’t have enough cashiers. There are not enough workers to staff the Solheim 
Cup. Job creation is not a priority. Affordable child care for people to get to work is.



Related to making sidewalks usable: direct the police to prioritize enforcement of laws prohibiting blocking sidewalks with parked cars, and requiring 
timely removal of snow from sidewalks.  One way to make this happen: require the top brass of the police department to get out of their cars and move 
about the city by wheelchair.  I think it would improve their perception of what is clearly not now an issue worthy of their attention.
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. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.
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I want the outside roller rink back. I know it was at Joe E Brown park and the residents wanted the basketball courts back but PLEASE bring it back if not 
that park then a different park. I know we have the Ottawa Park rink but I contacted the department and was told that the wheels would mess up the 
rink (But you have inline roller hockey on the same surface?? This does not make sense.) I do not understand why the City of Toledo does not appreciate 
roller skating. Ohio Skate Toledo and Maumee and Funagins are not in the community like they could be. I have ideas and I am willing to work on them 
to make Toledo more roller skate friendly. Kaylene Miller 419-349-2125 kaylene.miller@gmail.com LET'S TALK!!!

If I was part of the city’s planning community, I would be fighting tooth and nail to find a College to move into downtown. Every single growing 
community Toledo aspires to, ie Columbus, Ann Arbor - can attribute growth to the fact they have young people and educated adults living, working 
and spending money downtown. Recruit a smaller midsize college to build a campus downtown - it’s the only way to move forward. The Promedica 
game is played out.  
 
I encourage you to take a hard look at speed limits with residential areas and downtown. 25mph vastly improves: walk-ability scores, a safe and inviting 
place for business to operate, bike lane safety, and lastly, housing values.  
Neighborhoods in historically low income areas seem to have speed limits of 35mph, even in areas with narrow streets, and dense housing. These 
speeds limits should reflect the same speed limits we see in Maumee, Sylvania, areas that have benefited from slower speed limits . It’s not fun living in 
a neighborhood where cars cruise by going 40+ and there’s no reason like East central or Bancroft near Ashland // woodruff should be 35. 
It increases stressful living standards, and unsafe conditions for children. Again, areas with no turn lanes - two lanes only - with housing are 
neighborhoods and the speed limits should reflect that!  
Downtown does have a lot of 25mph, but it’s so inconsistent. 
A speed limit of  a max of 30mph is very standard in countless self respecting towns across the country. It invites  walk-ability, and invites people to 
stop and spend money. I would encourage an uptown//downtown wide speed limit of 30mph, with a 25mph limit around the “stadiums.” 
 
I’m not a fan of the super bright as day lighting city wide - sure keep it in commercial areas, but it’s a bad look for neighborhoods. Take a look at Ottawa 
hills, they don’t have street lights of any kind in residential areas.  
It’s time to take some cues neighborhoods after upper-class areas with slower speed limits and less intrusive street lighting.

It is essential that we support mental health initiatives in Lucas county. We need a court that addresses chronic mentally ill persons that threaten 
community safety and their own wellness. Addressing mental health is difficult due to the stigma of “crazy.” Monies for publicity to de-stigmatize can 
be beneficial . Last, when the police have been contacted more than once due to aggressive behavior exhibited by someone with a mental health 
history; the mental health community and courts should engage the individual regarding a plan to address their wellness  and community safety.



Accelerate efforts to make Toledo a sustainable city:  
- Electric vehicles for utility work, refuse collection, bus services, emergency response vehicles. 
- Compress the timeline for installation of LED street lighting. 
- Increased use of roundabouts to eliminate traffic lights and reduced vehicle emissions.

a Master Plan for our historic neighborhoods to avoid more demolition by saving houses now through homeowner funds and proactive guidance from 
knowledgeable City inspectors

We need to look into anything that can be done with some extra funding to clean up the bay of the Algae Bloom.  Yes most of it is because of the runoff 
from downstream, but there has to be something on our end we can do to make it cleaner since that is our drinking water.  Also look into investing in 
paper ballots in stead of machines for voting precincts during elections in the city/county.

De-militarize the TPD. Establish additional unarmed conflict resolution service providers (trained mediators) to help reduce neighborhood and 
domestic tensions that may lead to violence, thus reducing the necessity of armed confrontations. Provide resources to mental health counseling 
programs and drug/alcohol addiction services to encourage people to choose a path toward recovery that would reduce the incidence of low level 
criminal behavior resulting from social/emotional distress.

Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center providing services to seniors from Toledo, 
Perrysburg, Oregon, and other cities. The building needs 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area), WIFI services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. changing all windows and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.
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. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.
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  The building needs 
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. changing all windows and doors. 

. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 

. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 

. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Point Place needs picnic shelters, picnic tables and grills. Repair-rebuild Detwiler Pool.  The weeds sprayed on the curbs and sidewalks on Summit 
street. Fix all alley roads that lead and go to Lakeside road in Point Place.  Detwiler baseball diamonds need attention and more bathrooms are needed 
for the games. Bathrooms, more picnic tables and grills at Collen Park on summit street. Stop the Swap! Bring in business to Point Place. This use to be 
a tourist town. Promote charter fishing in Point Place and nice shops. Make landlords keep up their properties. Friendship park could use a shelter and 
picnic tables and grills. Attention to Friendship park baseball diamonds and kids play yard. Make a soccer field for the kids. City needs to empty trash 
cans on summit. Need more planters for flowers. Point Place should look like Maumee, White house, Luna Pier as a nice small tourist town. Promote our 
Lake. Old Factories empty should be torn down on Summit and improve the view of our water. Get rid of plight. Tier down all abandoned home through 
out the city. Need more security. Crack down on street gangs. Build nice senior low income housing.

Improving mass transit infrastructure (e.g., bus stop enclosures w/solar powered fans, wifi, USB charging stations) 
Supporting "urban agriculture" + fresh food stands in neighborhoods 
Supporting businesses that operate mobile food trucks 
Workshops for citizens on policy development and citizen engagement

Neighborhood cellular and data infrastructure improvements. There are dead zones around Toledo that need to be fixed.

Destruction of empty parking lots- replace with green space

Transitional Housing for homeless families with appropriate services (job skill training, social services, tutoring and etc).

Repaving neighborhood streets. 
Support programs for Foster kids aging out of the system. 
Senior adult services such as respite for their caregivers.  



 
Thank you

Property owners need to be held accountable to clean up their properties to enhance our city.  New streets being put in where property owners don’t 
even cut their grass or take their garbage in, is ridiculous.

Enforce City Code, Include waste removal guidelines and large item pick up procedures in all city rental contracts, fine those not in compliance. Stop 
illegal dumping, pick up the large item garbage. Sweep the streets every month on a schedule. Mow the tall grass and weeds all over.

Our downtown revitalization I has been awesome but why haven’t they given to funding to streets & bridges? The Cherry Street/MLK bridge needs 
repainted badly. Looks bad on our riverfront!!!

Enforce rules to people receiving unemployment, Every where I go there are Help Wanted Signs.

Landlords have had years to collect rent, the fact that they opted to neglect their property shouldn’t be rewarded with free money to fix their neglect, 
they should be brought up on slumlord charges in court, total waste of money.  Business owners have already received substantial amounts of loans 
that were forgiven and grants for pandemic relief at federal/state level, funds should be put toward areas that haven’t already received help.

With the senior population (age 60+)  growing exponentially in Toledo and Lucas County, I hope some funds will be dedicated to this growing 
population in need. In 2000, Lucas County had 76,180 seniors. During 2020-2024, the number of Lucas 
County seniors is expected to reach 108,382. The need for programs and services to support seniors has increased during the pandemic, with senior 
centers experiencing a higher volume of requests for support of the aging citizens of Toledo. A few senior centers in Toledo are housed in buildings 
owned by the City of Toledo and have deferred maintenance and/or need for modernization. A great use of funds would be to put some towards 
repairing and/or upgrading these buildings (similar to the funding committed to the Frederick Douglass Center) that serve such a large and important 
population in Toledo - citizens over the age of 60.

Make the city more friendly for walkers and bikers. Create walking paths and add bike lanes to streets when improvements are being made. This with 
help improve overall health and well being.



Create funds for the creation of minority owned business.  
Help minorities start small business.

The City should not keep any of this money that would be a slap in the face of those of us who worked the whole time thru this and are still working.  
Lets use it to fix up our streets that people live on and not downtown for a damn golf tourney.   Oh and I pray the current Mayor does not get elected 
again.  Carty Cares!!

Rebuild or do upgrades to community centers around the city.   Improve parks to make accessible.

Helping to create a shared health insurance program for non-profits as grants only cover services but not much needed health benefits for staff. 
More common stores downtown to increase economic development like Marshall's, drug stores, Macy's, etc. 
All roads, especially in blighted areas, need to be re-done. Not patched but repaved. 
Help to non-profits providing care to residents who test positive for COVID as those shelters have to provide and pay for, quarantine housing to keep 
negative residents and staff staff.

Our Roads and Alleys need to be repaired ASAP!!!   No one wants to visit or live in a city with bad roads and alleys.  Thanks to all the pot holes, metal 
plates, and uneven manhole covers in the roads and alleys I have had 2 unfixable flat tires in the past year and have had to replace 2 ball joints, sway 
bar links, a broken rear spring, as well as control arm bushings and my car is not that old - all that stuff was damaged due to all the bad roads and 
alleys i have had to drive on to get where I needed to go.  Those expenses put me in debt.  Also had a good friend die when his motorcycle hit a pot 
hole and he lost control of his bike.   ALSO _ ALL THE MONEY SPENT TO PRETTY UP DOWNTOWN IN ORDER TO IMPRESS VISITORS AT THE SOLHIEM CUP 
WAS A TOTAL WASTE OF MONEY - it was not needed !!!  FIX WHAT IS BROKEN FIRST!

YES! Housing is a serious issue here, more so now than ever! Utilize the money to invest in the properties listed on the lucas county landbank site. 
Demo all housing that still needs it, and repair/replace in city neighborhoods. 
ALSO: WE are not LA, New York, etc. Those funds could be used to provide people with a monthly stimulus to help out those of us that are STILL being 
affected by the Pandemic.



Health equity!!  There has been no mention of Health EQUITY!  People in our community are dying because they do not have funds and knowledge to 
equip them to end the BREAST CANCER in the minority community. There is a need for in the YWCA-Northwest Ohio Breast Cancer Awareness Program. 
This program is trying to decrease minority  women dying from late stage diagnosis and dying of breast cancer. This program needs to expand it's 
reach in the community.  It can only do that with funds. These funds can assist in these efforts.

Building healthy grocery stores in areas close to lower income neighborhoods, so that the elderly can shop and be safe near home.

Bike, walking, horse Connection trails in 43605 connecting all the 43605 city parks together and connecting the trails to the bridges and to Oregon and 
Northwood. New playground equipment in all the 43605 city parks. A grocery store in the foid desert of 43605 since Save A Lot closed. Fix up or tear 
down abandoned houses in the 43605. There is many homeless squatters in the 43605. Open more 24 hour 7 day a week emergency food pantries in 
the 43605. Open an indoor athletic center, gym, fitness center, indoor pool for 43605. The people of 43605 need their sewers, streets, and water lines 
fixed. There is mold in every house in the 43605. 43605 needs more community gardens. 43605 needs a graveyard or a moseluem built for our people. 
43505 A memorial garden/art park. 43605 needs a community bath house built where people can get clean, use the restroom, and do laundry for free.

A new all inclusive playground wound be welcomed at Ottawa Park

Money for Urban Farming, dirt bike/ 4-wheeler park (to potentially combat them being on city streets),

Allocating money towards city owned buildings to work through some of the deferred maintenance of these properties.

Pay the municipal court workers back for the furlough days they were forced to take pay cuts for!!!  They worked through the pandemic providing 
essential services to justice involved individuals.

New and innovative streetscape for Adams Street in Uptown and similar unique economic zones to encourage more and safer pedestrian and urban 
resident activity.



Citywide, free internet for our low income areas with a low cost option for the rest of us. I think the City Utilities could provide better and less expensive 
service that Buckeye and ATT now provide.

Pay the first responders a fair contract after all they have done especially through this pandemic.

I believe city dollars should also be spent on trying to get rid of the parking lots in the downtown area to make room for new construction projects 
which be help the local economy greatly and put Toledo on track with major cities in Ohio like Columbus and Cleveland.

Affordable, n available senior housing.

more protected bike lanes, especially down the length of bancroft.

Efforts to protect Lake Erie! The algae blooms are shameful and I know that most of the problem comes from outside the city. But the city should 
increase messaging on how we can all address water quality issues.

More financial help to homeowners who need to homes repaired and that is not a loan.Money allocated for homeowners that need new 
windows,furnaces,electrical updated,homes painted,landscaping,streets repaved in these neighborhoods.Not loans .Less waiting lists and time waiting 
to have any repairs done for homeowners. Better ways of getting information out to homeowners about programs available.

Help or compel Maumee to fix its sewage problem which has been polluting our main waterway with millions of gallons of human waste for decaudes.

Provide grants or low interest loans to new businesses who plan address food deserts in the city. Encourage non-chain stores to sell fresh food in areas 
not close to a major grocery chain.

Invest in the water system and lower the water bills for everyone in the area.  We live near one of the planet's largest sources of fresh water, there's no 
good reason we pay so much to have a free resource filtered and piped to our homes so we can live.  Water is a basic human right!



The ideas should also be assessed for the availability of other funding and perhaps provide assistance to access those other funds rather than funding 
something with other available sources.

The greatest need is safe affordable housing for families with children. There is a severe shortage of such housing in the City and homelessness 
cannot be managed effectively through the existing network of shelters. Long-term transitional housing needs to be developed to enable parents in 
low-income families to have a residence while they obtain job skills needed to earn a liviing wage. There should be transitional housing for 24-36 
months so that families can achieve self-sufficiency and move from the transitional housing unit to homeownership rather than another rental 
situation.

Public transportation to make it easier for people to access job markets not in their neighborhoods. Especially true of cross-river projects.

Business classes on how  to maintain businesses. More financial help to homeowners to do nessary repairs or improvements. Classes on keeping 
generation wealth within our neighborhoods. More young homeowners.More skilled trade classes for men.Men that have felonies better outreach 
Actual meaningful programs. Better homeownership for elderly and disabled.

Provide more free cab ride choices for the elderly, black and white cab makes most elderly customers late to their appointments due to the senior 
center/AOOA only pays them a flat rate.

I suggest we look into youth programming. Especially those helping the fatherless young men in our community.  
 
One program in particular that I have seen is called The Program Inc

Municipal fiber internet

More Mental Health assistance with Anxiety being on the rise due to the pandemic. 
Assisting the elderly homeowners with home repairs such as roof, foundation cracks, ramps, downstairs bathrooms, work done by honest contractors 
who will guarantee their work. 



Assist the homeless with more facilities and meals and clothing to make sure no one has to live outside or in a car. 
Paid/volunteer work programs for the youth

Yes.  Provide Senior homeowners  lawncare services that maintains 'weed control' without toxic or hazardous chemicals. Big lawncare companies use 
synthetic carcinogens on lawns, known by the EPA to cause cancer or other health problems. The City of Toledo could provide alternative methods, i.e., 
organic lawn care for homeowners that do not want to have dangerous pesticides on their lawns. New innovative program's that could prevent future 
health problems by using 'organic weed control methods' would promote environmental safety, and create new lawncare servicing jobs.  
Andrea Guice 
419-902-0523

Yes I believe in all the improvements but you forgot about the Senior citizen. The Senior citizen has been around helping it's community, the city ,and 
children. We as a community need to also help them with housing ,bill maintenance and activities. We are the backbone and yet a lot of us are 
homeless. A lot of you have aging parents have you stopped to consider them or ask them what they need or want?

Officially explore the cost and possibility of creating municipal broadband. 
 
Establish and fund community centers that provide financial literacy courses, after school and summer programs for children, and connect people to 
available grants and other city and federal services and resources that they may not know exist or how to access (like the city downpayment assistance 
program)

Expand Toledo’s Recycling Program

What handles better covid-19

I have no faith that these dollars will be used to best serve all of the residents of Toledo.  I  believe the priority will be to provide for the continual 
improvements of Downtown and will be used for programming like pre-K ( no one ever mentions the high truancy rates with current pre-K/Head Start 
programming).  Crime is rampant and neighborhoods continue to deteriorate - some blocks look like they belong in a  third-world country.  Look to past 
years to see when the money HAS been spent and that will give you an idea why the City continues to lose population to the suburbs.



A community center for the Eastside community pride foundation for youth outreach to teach these kids how to formulate resumes how to get their 
drivers license to teach them different ways of how to make an income and have a positive impact on their communities

Internet

Investment of city owned broadband to compete with Buckeye Cable's monopoly

Job creation will happen organically as new services/programs are funded.

Stop catering to hipsters and OWE/Dowwntown development. There's more to Toledo than Adams St.

Municipal broadband. It's crazy the only option in a city this big is buckeye who charge way more than they're worth because they can.

In addition to improving the park system, the city should invest in the removal of trees and brush that has overgrown on city property, and has now 
begun to block the beautiful river views, especially around the Walbridge park and River Rd. areas.   Also, increasing police officer pay to be more 
competitive with other state departments, in order to recruit and hire the best candidates, which will therefore result in a more competent and high 
quality department, which would therefore result in less chances for abuse of authority and use of force violations and anti-police riots.

Fix the side streets in west toledo like stahlwood avenue. Road hasn't been repaved since 2007.

Repair and update city buildings that are essential for seniors.

REPAIR ALL SIDEWALKS DOWNTOWN. 
REPLACE BROKEN ROADS IN TOLEDO.



1. street repair 
2. municipal broadband to benefit the underserved

Focus on the core services for the city. Reduce crime, reduce blight, and focus on attracting businesses/people to move to Toledo.

Mental Health/Addiction Programs  Treatment Centers

Easier access to rental assistance funds and a right to counsel in eviction court.  Funding to Legal Aid (LAWO) and the Fair Housing Center to address 
the eviction crisis

Give the employees who worked through the pandemic a nice bonus.  At least $2000 tax free

Stop building new golf courses! Please!

Plant more trees. Improve the infrastructure in Toledo. Do not provide direct grants to people. Use the dollars to leverage other dollars and save 
resources long term

In order to reduce crime and violence in the city, I believe it's crucial to invest in youth outreach programs including afterschool facilities.

Investment in green jobs, particularly the food processing and distributing industry. There is interest in forming a good hun aimed at helping emerging 
urban farmers, especially for job creation. Also, a community land trust program via the land bank would be beneficial to encourage community 
participation and community development.

THE BOOTS ON THE GROUND  ARE SO UNDER PAID, THE ONES THATS ARE IN THE FIELD DOING  THE WORK, IN THE HEAT, COLD, RAIN, ALL WEATHER 
CONDITIONS, DEALING WITH THE STRESS FROM FOREMAN MANAGERS TO DO MORE FORE A PEANUT WAGE, WHILE FOREMAN AN MANAGERS GET THE 
RAISES WITH THE PERKS ON THE BACKS OF OF SWEAT , UNHAPPY CITY EMPLOYEES,  THEY GET NOTHING , ALOT OF THE BOOTS IN THE FIELD ARE SO 



UNHAPPY  WITH THE PAY, COMPARED  TO ALL CITY WAGES IN THE STATE OF OHIO, FUNNY HOW UPPER  CITY MANAGERS  THINK THEY NEED MORE 
MONEY, COMPARED  TO THE BOOTS ON THE GROUND IN THE CITY, DO NOT LET OUR CITY EMPLOYEES  DOWN AGAIN, THEIR MORAL  IS SO BAD RIGHT 
NOW

Provide funds for renovations and maintenance to the historic Libbey House - Toledo's  only national historic landmark.  Original home of the Libbey 
family. We are very behind in our funds to preserve this historic landmark.

Fix the main roads. For example Laskey road from Telegraph to Secor Road is horrid. Lewis ave. is horrid between Laskey and Alexis. Tremainsville road 
needs repair! Sylvania ave. needs repair between Jackman Rd. and Douglas Rd. These are just a few in my area. Tear down boarded up homes and fire 
damaged properties. Remove blight such as this. Remove dumping in neighborhoods. Cut grass in city parks weekly. Hire more police and fire.

Paying off debt. Reduce current debt and refinance the existing debt at lower interest rate thus increasing available funds in the cib.

The senior population is growing exponentially in Toledo and the need for programs and services to support seniors has increased during the 
pandemic. A few senior centers in Toledo are housed in buildings owned by the City of Toledo and have deferred maintenance and/or need for 
modernization. A great use of funds would be to put some towards repairing and/or upgrading these buildings (similar to the funding committed to 
the Frederick Douglass Center) that serve such a large and important population in Toledo - citizens over the age of 60.

oTTAWA pARK AND dETWILER GOLF COURSES ARE In great needs of capital improvements, must be invested heavily to maintain quality of play and 
bring customers

More skilled trades learning centers with good public transportation access to the centers.

Ottawa Park and Detwiler Golf Courses are key City assets that need capital investments as they have been over-looked for many years, and money 
earned by the courses has been diverted to other services. This neglect has caused course conditions to deteriorate and has affected the amount of 
play and revenue potential for the 2 courses. The City of Detroit went through this same scenario a few years ago and they invested in their courses 
with the result being dramatic increases in play and revenue (http://rouge.golf/2019/03/27/detroit-golf-courses-wrap-up-2-5-million-in-improvements/) 



Ottawa has SO much history and Detwiler was designed by our own golf legend architect Art Hills. Any money invested could easily be paid back with 
increased revenue-golf is on the REBOUND. Please give the courses what is needed to make them 1st class again!!!!

Fix the golf courses!

I'd like to see the Lake Erie Bill of Rights law enforced to make the CAFOs pay for causing algal blooms in our drinking water. We should have a program 
that fines those businesses and individuals who continue to pollute our water, our air and our land.

Grants for windows, Replacement of the dangerous sidewalks in the old west end and demolition of houses that are beyond realistic repair.

no

- Before we allocate MORE money to things that need to be done in the City, the City should be held accountable for the money for which they are 
already charging for services that are NOT being provided.  A perfect example is assessed alley maintenance.  Homes that have alley access to parking 
areas or garages are not afforded a safe way to GET to their property since the City is taking money for alley maintenance, yet not completing this 
service on a timely and regular basis.  Maintenance included should be overhead lines, tree/brush trimming, paving repair, stoning, weed control.  This 
is surely a job creation situation AND a safety issue in some neighborhoods.  Just identify and reallocate the monies that have been obviously diverted 
(read: flat out stolen).  Give us what we are already paying for...we are not asking for handouts...we are getting screwed out of a service for which we 
are already being charged. 
 
- Community Centers, along with other non-profits, have taken a huge hit during the pandemic.  Some are fairing better than others due to exceptional 
leadership, timely PPP applications, and strategic planning.  The East Toledo Family Center has always taken building maintenance and cleanliness very 
seriously, yet they seem to not be in the spotlight for improvements (if not a new building altogether).  The ETFC should not be overlooked for its future 
needs simply because some of the other centers have allowed deferred maintenance to pile up causing an emergency situation.  Considering the 
reach the ETFC (in multiple counties), the longevity of the Center (120 years), and the multitude of services and programs that are offered, any 
investment in the ETFC is an investment that will be repaid tenfold to the Community as a whole.  Do not think because "they are doing fine" is a valid 
reason for not investing in this community hub.



We need more advanced vocational training programs for teens to prepare them for the workforce… 13 yrs old and up can learn job training before the 
streets give them other negative options. Start in middle school. Upgrade the vocational programs in TPS. More recreational facilities is good…. But if 
folks are shooting up the parks how it that a benefit. GIVE THESE KIDS SKILLS, Educational advancement and college prep programs . Show them they 
can be somebody greater than a gang member or poor with no hope. Parks are just gathering places for more trouble if we are not instilling positivity 
in their MINDSETS. 
Parental classes for parents going through JFS or who families keep being in the court system. BREAK THESE TOXIC GENERATIONAL PATTERNS and 
MINDSETS within these families.  
People need to be taught better ways to live in order for them to wanna do better for their community.

Improving streets in poor areas. So much seems to be going for middle and upper-class neighborhoods as well as pouring too much $$$$ into areas 
around the properties near the upcoming golf tournament. This just reinforces the impression that BIG MONEY talks and the little guys are left in the 
dust -- and the potholes and crumbling streets! Yesterday I drove on Dorr Street -- so nice and so new -- and then drove on Sylvania Avenue near Upton 
and Jackman -- what a mess!!!

Can we use any of these funds to fix our roads?

go after slum lords  who is making money of tenants.  have nusence abatement officers officers that do their job not take bribes see it to many times  
you say something threaten to cause you problems

Ottawa Park Golf Course and Detwiler Park Golf Course are two amazing facilities that have been neglected. The irrigation systems at both courses 
need to be updated/replaced.  
 
In addition, Ottawa Park is badly in need of a tree removal program so that grass can easily grow on tees and greens.  
 
Both clubhouse facilities should be updated.

Establish endowments for legacy programs.



Infrastructure   More road repair and sewer an water improvements.

Ottowa golf course and Ottowa disc golf course

Develop  and fund to assist and help elderly  homeowners  keep their properties  up and habitable.  
 
Develop  and fund programs that will keep  landlord responsible for the properties  they own and the tenants they house.

Can any of this money be used to repair streets?  Or to hire more police and firefighters?

Help small landlords renovate and improve multifamily housing.

If possible more funding put towards Toledo school programs and needs.

Repave the roads in the older neighborhoods like old orchard. Densmore drive is really bad.

Initiate a program to educate residents, property owners and renters  on how to recycle plastic and aluminum, clear street drains, get rid of junk trees, 
and do other easy, inexpensive things that reduce litter, improve drainage, and reduce hard to improve yard situations.

Come up with a climate change action plan, address flooding problem areas, increase education about the effects if climate change, invest more to 
prepare us for the long term effects, install more solar power, create a public campaign to change our gardening practices to eliminate contaminants 
and use plants that don't exacerbate the problem. I.E. grass lawns hold water above the water table and lead to more water damage, lost water...and 
roundup/other lawn chemicals are in our lake and water table poisoning our water and depleting the nutrients from the soil. We should be planning 
now for the problems our children are going to face but we have a tendency to kick the can down the road. 
 
Also, when you fix the roads--USE THE GOOD MATERIALS. Maine has better roads than we do because they do the work the right way the first time. 



When we fix our roads we use cheap labor and cheap materials. They cut corners so we always end up with poor roads. If we would do it the right way, 
we wouldn't be repaving the roads every year.

Hire “police aids” who would have some police training but not as much as a police officer. Could ride with police officer and do some of the functions, 
such as administrative, filing reports etc. would free up fully-trained police officers for functions only police officers can do ( arrests, etc.) and would 
eliminate the need for two fully-trained officers riding together, thus doubling the “coverage area”.

Street repair in my neighborhood is lacking!   We need repairs in West Toledo- Old Orchard, Hampton Park, Ottawa Park areas!

More and stronger partnership with active neighborhood organizations who are working diligently to make a positive difference in their 
neighborhoods.  Funding should be allocated on a regular funding cycle to assist with administrative costs as well as operational cost.

Stop providing a hand out to those not willing to work for it

Provide funding for the East Toledo Family Center, where many of the low income families in and around the City of Toledo use their building and 
services. They are growing out of their building, it is not kept up on the city's end (parking lot lines to name one). It does not have enough funding to 
provide a safe environment for the employees or the public that are in there daily. This is a building that is missing a huge ability to get more youth, 
teens, and adults into the building to support/teach/train them.

The East Toledo Family Center is vital to not only the large number of disadvantaged families in East Toledo, but in all of Lucas County. The many 
programs such as WIC, Early Head Start, Help Me Grow, Pathways, Early Intervention, Community Detention, and preschool are housed within ETFC 
provide essential services and resources for families living in poverty. The building needs significant repairs and updates to meet the needs of the staff 
who perform these necessary services and the needs of the children and families who utilize these services and resources.

Restoring the urban tree canopy is paramount, as is a modern and robust resident-oriented city parks system. Toledo looks gross, employing artists 
and artisans to address neighborhood aesthetics is a key to job creation and civic enhancement.



Take a look at Owensboro Kentucky’s riverfront for ideas about a park by the riverfront

Incentives and funding for improvement of educational and mental health services.

Clean up vacant industrial sites for new industrial users. Tear down old signs and billboards. Offer a variety of types of affordable housing

We need to restore pride in the city and the neighborhoods. Clean up the streets , get rid up the abandoned buildings, more green spaces, make it 
harder for gangs to conduct business here by hiding in these places. More recreational activities to keep youth busy and out of trouble. Focus on 
quality education and child care for working parents . Make it easier for single parents to work and stay off government assistance.

Fix the crumbling  of the upper part of the land and street along  the 700 block of Wright Ave I 
 And the creek in South Toledo.   This has been deterating for many years and nothing has been done.                                                               No more 
money for downtown.  This area has had enough.          Pay each family  an equal sum of th total amount of the money.   This way every one will 
 Receive something.

Providing solor panel to the central city.

Consider road improvements with a 50-year rated lifespan instead of 20 years. This along with shade and fruit tree lined streets would impact multiple 
of the chosen focused areas of investment.

Refund property owners for previous taxes paid on their property.

potholes, potholes, potholes!

Increase snow plow trucks and leaf collection. Most of the time we only get 1 leaf collection before the weather changes. I mulch my leaves cause I can't 
count on the city to get them. I have also hand shoveled the neighborhood streets with 2 neighbors just so we all can drive out to the main roads. 



Showing up 10 days after the fact to plow leaving us all stuck in our homes is un acceptable. From my point of view city services are very lacking. You 
raised our taxes for road repair but we still have to pay every 4 years for my street. Thank you

Not sure

N/A

Mental health services in the inner city is very important. More police would be helpful but it won’t solve the deep rooted issues youth are battling. 
Therapy and counseling is much needed to help prevent violence in the city. Some families continue the cycle of generational poverty and trauma to 
the youth which creates rage and violence in the city. I notice most youth aren’t really scared of death and tend to seek the attention of law 
enforcement because they aren’t getting that attention and discipline at home unfortunately. Hopefully mental health services and law enforcement 
can work together  
 to stop the gun violence in the city. Obviously it’s only so much the city can do because it’s up to the people to want change and sometimes throwing 
money in a community won’t solve the problem. Just a thought….

Legal fees to make these slumlords like Beal properties, Bedrock pathways, and other clean up their properties and take care of their tenants. Their 
tenants are being hurt by their neglect and then still face eviction if unable to pay their rent for the slummy apartment.

INVEST IN THE YOUTH OF TOLEDO!!!

YES!  I BELIEVE THAT UNTIL THE NEEDS OF CHLDRENS MENTAL HEALTH ARE MET THEY WILL CONTINUE TO STRUGGLE IN SCHOOL.  I BELIEVE WE SHOULD 
KEEP THE FOCUS ON MENTAL HEALTH.  THERE WAS AN INCREASE THROUGHOUT THE CURRENT PANDEMIC OF ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION.  BRING BACK 
THE SCHOOL COUNSELOR IN EVERY SCHOOL!!  I SUPPOSE SOME OF YOU HAVE READ MASLOWES HIERARCHY OF NEEDS.  EDUCATION IS WAY DOWN ON 
THE LIST COMPARED TO "SAFETY" AND "HAVING SOMEPLACE TO LIVE" I WORKED AS A LICENSED PROFESSIONAL COUNSELOR SUPERVISOR UNTIL 
RECENTLY IN THE STATE OF OHIO AND MANY TIMES I WAS WORKING WITH VERY SMART CHILDREN ALTHOUGH THEY WERE FAILING BECAUSE OF 
PROBLEMS WITH HOME LIFE, ABUSE, AND OTHER SITUATIONS THAT WERE NOT CONDUCIVE TO ASSISTING A CHILD TO LEARN AND SUCCEED.  PLEASE 
EARMARK SOME OF THAT MONEY FOR OUR CHILDREN!



More neuter/spay and release programs to reduce the wild dog and cat population 
 
Legalize recreational marijuana use so the police can focus on more pressing issues, as well as bring in more city/state taxes 
 
Increase adult programs to help struggling people find a path forward, financially or otherwise

Giving back to the city residents

I believe money should be used to create a comprehensive grant program to fund people of all ages to obtain educational certificates and licenses. 
From healthcare, hvac, real estate, legal studies, construction and other short term programs. Ohio means jobs “The Source” center on Monroe does 
offer assistance. The issue with OMJ is they typically run out of funds and grants are given on a lottery system. The advantages of this proposal will be 
enormous! Not only are we putting additional funds into our local educational institutions, but we are creating job growth immediately and in the 
future. Local colleges will need to provide additional services which will create job security and growth. But the biggest success of this ideal is the 
impact on the local population. Better education means better paying jobs simply put. With resources like this in neglected neighborhoods, we may 
possibly reduce the next generation of crime.

More affordable premium day care

I think we need to encourage more businesses to open up downtown.

There needs to be updates to the housing policy in Toledo to allow for the development of more affordable housing and housing options for first time 
home buyers. There needs to be a focus on zoning to allow for more houses to be built on parcels of land including row housing and townhomes. 
There are beautiful neighborhoods in Toledo already where the homes are right next to each other or separated only by a driveway. The zoning needs 
to be changed to allow more of that. Nimby be damned. In addition, policing in Toledo needs to be looked at, there is not enough training for police 
officers that focus on psychological/sociological/socioeconomic issues and too much focus on how to properly shoot a gun. With the demonstrations 
downtown, Toledo police clearly showed they have had more than enough training in that regard. The underlying socio-economic issues should be first 
addressed before throwing more money at the policy, including focusing on better housing, youth services, mental services, and jobs.



Certain areas are over run with Restaurants, Bars, Shopping Malls, Grocery Stores,  Alexis Rd, Secor Rd, Navarre Ave.  Bring some of that to areas that 
are not serviced by these amenities, Like North Toledo, there are people, senior citizens who can not get to these areas and have to rely on what is 
around them, which is barely nothing.  North Toledo used to be a thriving area till they built the prison. People have moved out and left a mess.

Regarding grants to property owners/landlords, these should be for local investors only. Also, while I appreciate the weekly newsletters, it would be 
nice if they were more succinct; it also isn't inclusive of folks who don't have internet (or don't want to).

HIre Toledo based companies to assist with designing and implementing long term plans for developing our waterfront and remediating contaminated 
areas.

Green Energy and maintain stable energy grid. Reduce carbon output dramatically and Plant trees to recapture the excessive carbon in the 
atmosphere.

Grants to social services, including workforce development programs and mental health services that have taken on large amounts of work throughout 
the pandemic. People losing jobs, housing, experiencing mental health issues had a place to turn in community service organizations.

We are a small business in Toledo that opened February 2020 then COVID hit.  since we did not have 2019 numbers to compare to 2020, we did not 
qualify for assistance even though our business was adversely affected by the COVID restrictions.  We have a loyal customer base and would like to 
remain a small business in Toledo so that our customers do not have to deal with the larger corporations that have financial means to survive a 
pandemic.  Without 'ma and pa shops', we will not have choices and will have to use the larger corporations.  We currently employ 3 people but would 
be able to hire more IF we had financial assistance. Sad that some companies got hundreds of thousands of dollars of relief when we could not even 
get $100,000!!!!   laurie@alltunetoledo.com

The city should strongly consider pursuing municipal broadband.

Create history learning opportunities for youth. 
Protect and promote wetlands.



Keep high-grass/weed areas mowed, create (and maintain!) new parks, city landscaping, fill potholes on ALL Toledo streets

Doesn't the City already collect taxes for Capital improvements??? Staff costs, replace vehicles with other federal funds!! Thee City wants to use these 
funds for their own existing programs, nothing new!!

Do not take me wrong , it's not like I would not like to see City Workers get the BEST PAY ,,,BUT having a Job is more important ,

When making improvements to parks and recreational areas, provide parking areas so that residents can park on their streets.

Build more schools. Increase teachers pay. After school programs such as sports, tutoring

All of the  money should be invested in the homeless population.

Grants for farmers to create berms for excess water runoff from fields to filter toxic chemicals, ie. fertilizers, that are spilling into our lake. 
Create thorough ways under highways and byways for animals to cross and avoid colliding with drivers.  
House the homeless.

I think programs in conflict resolution should be implemented at all Toledo schools, daycare and those who are in criminal institutions prior to release. 
Also parents of school age and daycare children should be enrolled in these programs because how one chooses to solve conflicts is taught in the 
home. Follow up should be required to evaluate further interventions are needed. 
 
Also citizens and children should not be stigmatized by labeling . Inner City, central city, under.privileged and underserved are used often not knowing 
how this makes minorities feel worthless , useless and have tendencies to behave as such.  Do all cities have an inner city? Suburban cities do not refer 
to their citizens by demeaning labels. Why should Toledo? We are all citizens of Toledo who need to be recognized as such and not by the 
neighborhood in which we live! Everyone deserves respect but these labels continue to be used by news media and our government officials. Please 
change how we describe certain citizens living in Toledo.



Fix all roads not just a few!!!!!

Invest in City employees by providing continuous job training, create ways to build morale and update classification plans to be comparable with 
similar cities.

Make capital improvements to the historic Ottawa Park  golf course.

Update city departments (water, sewer, and streets) Provide updated training in order to keep most city repairs in house instead of paying private 
companies. Hold each department's management accountable with periodic evaluations

Indoor aquatics center. Indoor playgrounds attached to existing community centers.

More bike routes separated from roadways. 
Construct a light rail system from downtown to the zoo.

Give city employees better wages, they are under paid. The wages are so low they cant get people that want come work for the city, need trucks and 
equipment too

Clean and well lite alleys also trimming the trees blocking people view

Money toward public transportation, community gardens, door to door vaccinations, nature oriented youth programming

Pave the Douglas road bike lane. Also more bike lanes in general. Fix the sewer so our poo doesn't go into the lake.



Fix crumbling streets and sidewalks. 
 
Invest in beautification and improve zoning standards

Improvements to City parks. Heavy investment in usable biking infrastructure is highly important! More green space, green features in all areas

Not an idea, a comment. Not a single dollar is to go to our police dept. Invest in the PEOPLE. Not increased policing. You want the current crime wave 
reduced? Improve economic circumstances. Greater resources, particularly mental health (of which wasn't even mentioned here) resources; Job 
creation that provides LIVABLE wages. Grants for rental assistance, day care, improved city transportation so people can actually get to a job. Grants for 
home buyers. I'm surprised none of this is included here. This is how you get economic recovery. A lot of what's mentioned in this survey is important, 
but should budgeted elsewhere. This money needs to be allocated 100% to the community in a way that directly uplifts and improves living conditions 
in the long term.

Code enforcement on housing, fines for littering enforced. Increasing police budget for bikes to ride through the neighborhood daily.

Can’t you find a way to fix the roads with some of this money? 
Fix the stuff that is old and broken, like the sewers. 
It doesn’t help to publish in the Blade, that’s behind a paywall.

Replacement of funds from budgets that covered other expenditures throughout the pandemic. Specifically, replacement of safety equipment that 
does not meet new standards in place.

support efforts and concepts of neighborhood community gardens that improve neighborhoods by bringing residents together for sustenance, sense 
of community, youth skills and positive relations between generations 
  
update/improve City buildings where Senior Centers are located to benefit the goals of the Senior Programs



Give a tax free bonus to the essential employees that kept the city running (police, fire, ems, ect..).  I don't mean a bonus to the entire department, but 
ONLY to those that did not take the government's covid leave.  Show appreciation to those that stayed and worked, keeping the city operational.

Increase pay of firefighters to a level that is comparable to other ohio cities of similar size to Toledo. In addition I would like to see a large increase in 
the number of police officers and firefighters hired to protect the city. Continuing at the current staffing level for police and fire is dangerous to the 
citizens, and just as importantly, dangerous to the police officers and firefighters.

Give firefighters a substantial raise!!! They have earned it and should NOT be compared to doing a roofer’s job that is incomparable. An emergency 
service is nowhere near the same as laying shingles. Anyone who thinks it’s even close to comparable is delusional.

Bike trails for the city,  complete the bridge for Chelsie circle trail. It would bring money into toledo and lucas county.

Bettering our fire and police services .

In order to have the best people in positions to provide the best services to our city we need to pay wages that will attract the best candidates.  You get 
what you pay for.

Our first responders should be taken care of as the City’s top priority.

Increase wage and staffing for police and fire members

1. I recommend leveraging current and projected government, public and private funding. 
2. I recommend coordinating between existing funding institutions to reduce duplication of projects to leverage available dollars to cover all focus 
areas. 
3.  Uplift through sustainable funding youth-focused programs that already exist and have a proven track record. These programs have operated and 
pivoted during the midst of the pandemic and remain support systems for youth. In addition, I would recommend funding those that do not receive 
other government funding (I.E CDBG). 



4. Incentives collaborations and coalitions of programs/organizations to increase efforts in specific areas of Toledo. 
5. Invest in a 3-year nonprofit administrative shared services model that would provide “back-of-house” executive professional services for local 
community centers. This model would provide the following full-time employees that would share skills and expertise with community centers to assist 
with accounting, reporting and fund-raising efforts. These professionals include: Accountant, Fund Development, Administrative Assistant, and Book-
keeper. Following the three-year pilot, the community centers would buy-into this service. This model similar “back-of-house” models. 
6. There are certain neighborhoods (North Toledo) that have been ignored since before the pandemic. I recommend an actual investment in 
streamlining communication with residents, this can be done by supporting block watch and scaling up services offered by Engage Toledo App. 
7. Invest in programs that address soft skills that are necessary to earn an interview or start a business while working with neighborhoods to address 
economic gaps (grocery stores, etc).

Re invest in your public safety forces and water department workers who all sacrificed during covid. A one time bonus of 10k would be a huge thank 
you without the concerns of legacy cost.

NO

Keep looking for ways to keep youth away from guns and look for ways to encourage grades and graduation at grade school and at Waite. Any way to 
get mentor programs with some of our police, doctors and professionals working in white collar jobs. The East Side always seems to get shorted, but 
the activity along the river with condo's and metrpark are a fantastic start.

43607 need immediate help with destructive groundhog problem, They are here in multitudes

It all starts with quality child care, then free Pre-K to all children regardless of income. Quality Schools with activities to keep children out of trouble. 
Encourage parents to spend time with their children and actually pay attention to them. We need to break the "pipeline to prison" mentality. If you 
reach children early enough, then you can eliminate or at least cut down on the amount of senseless youth violence that has plagued our city for many 
years. AND fix the lead pipe & paint issues so that we have one less element that leads to lead poisoning aka under development in the essential parts 
of the brain. Read the study about inmates tested for lead poisoning and how it affected their ability to weigh risky vs. safe behavior-there's your 
answer!



More cops on the streets 
Complete repair of main roads not patch work 
Premium city hires (ex. Better trash company)

DO MORE TO REDUCE CRIME!!! NOT programs; STOP; ARREST, ELIMINATE THE CRIMINALS!

Develop a robust network of "protected" bike lanes and dedicated paved bike trails that connect universities, hospitals, downtown, metroparks and 
major suburbs (Ottawa Hills, Sylvania, Maumee etc.). In the changing work environment, we can be the Midwest city for remote workers to move to who 
want to reduce their impact on the environment. We are lucky that Toledo is already considered by experts to be one of the US cities that would be 
more resilient against the effects of climate change.  
 
Fast, reliable and affordable internet service that is administered by the city as an essential utility or commodity. Could partner with the larger 
metropolitan area for greater impact.

Increase pay to service workers, Toledo fire and police. They are overworked, understaffed, and underpaid. Also bring in more classes at a more 
frequent rate.

Small business grants without so many loop holes where african American businesses CANT get approved. We need help by the time we find out there 
is no money left. I Even host seminars on how to fill out paperwork so it’s not so confusing

Mental health more accessible!  Social workers and mental health professionals on first responder staff to avoid gun violence.

Update the zoning codes to allow mixed use development to create healthy, car- independent neighborhoods. Invest in better public transportation 
and subsidize its use. Improve and increase bike networks.

All the above ideas are good however providing "Premium pay to City Works essential during the pandemic" should not be considered. Also previous 
mentions of creating our own Police Academy should also be ditched. We should support or local community colleges by not taking away from their 



programs. Lastly if  pre-k is chosen it should not be income based, it should truly be UNIVERSAL to all.

This is once in a lifetime money so we need to use it on once in a lifetime investments. Things that will ensure a better future for the city like replacing 
all lead water lines. Let’s put this money somewhere that it will make a real difference without creating ongoing costs down the road.

Pay the firemen what they deserve, they are the only top-notch organization Toledo has. Stop spending money like a drunken sailor down town,

There needs to be a centralizes system in place for food distribution. All locations need to be linked through Pantry Trak to check in clients. Pantries 
are located every corner and popping-up and not obeying the rules as official food pantries have to comply.

I think Toledo would have the "pull" your looking for with the addition of an LGBTQIA++ federally funded community health center.or something like 
that.

A critical investment that must be a high priority is in fighting food insecurity especially for kids and youth. Providing the needed resources to those 
organizations that address this issue well would be beneficial since 40% of children in Lucas County live in poverty and 60,000 kids get free or reduced 
meals at school. The leading issue at TPS according to their own internal scan has been hunger/food insecurity for the last few years. Kids and youth 
having access to proper nutrition will result in better health and academic success for them. This is critically important during out-of-school time 
(summer and afterschool hours).

community policing- put patrols on streets in neighborhoods where they can be known by and participate with residents

Demolition of vacant and abandoned commercial property. 
Fund Neighborhood Community Organizations. 
Prioritization guided by approved Neighborhood Master Plans.

Invest in the local businesses!



Moving forward services and housing options should include carveouts for the LGBTQ+ community. Currently there are very few if any services that are 
specifically designed to help this segment of our population. Even our own MHRSB has no data on the number of LGBTQ+ individuals being served in 
our county and we have no community center for our LGBTQ+ members to meet in.

Invest in restarting community block watch programs and create or improve a citizen's review board.   
Invest in programs that partner with mental health professionals on 911 calls if mental health problems are suspected.   
 
Repair older city streets in and near downtown

Funding to local nonprofits that can deploy resources strategically.

Invest in the racial equity/inclusion work underway in the community, the Welcome Toledo-Lucas County initiative, and equitable access to 
healthcare/Carenet as essential city services.   
 
Look to the state/county to leverage funding for job training for adults and focus any city investment in workforce/training efforts on youth in 
partnership with LCDJFS.

Welcome Toledo Lucas County, bike lane improvements

The Washington Local Schools plan for a Youth Facility at the Trilby Baseball/Suder Fields would provide a great space for youth sports.

How about some housing for people who worked all there lives and don't qualify for low income housing.Affordable senior housing for those that 
worked,get a pension and need to downsize from big house to smaller place to live.We are the ones who supported Toledo all these years and now are 
left behind.

I believe the key to revitalization, is to focus on the individual neighborhoods and to give them the support needed to build up their immediate 
community. More community involvement.



Lots and lots of Roundup. It seems like we have weeds growing out of every bit of concrete in the city. Over time, it has to be doing damage to the 
sidewalks and curbs and is bad for morale.  
Small business lending programs/community development banking in redlined areas.

The biggest investment is the citizens of the City of Toledo and it's youth. Their safety in an unpredictable time is vital. You must hire and retain good 
quality safety services and provide the necessary equipment to combat the wave of gun violence at any cost. The divide between the citizens and it's 
protectors is grand and must be addressed. There needs to be a program to get the youth in Toledo to respect the Police/Fire and mentor them to 
hopefully become better than the current examples they receive. The violence and carelessness of the youth in the city is extremely problematic and 
needs to be a priority.

N/A

All these topics are important, stop chasing money and start caring for the neighborhood. Black communities still have been suffering from the 
repercussions of slavery and haven't had the privileges to get an education on how to improve a community. By providing education resources on 
topics like urban planning, taxes, and job training we can slowly give marginalized black people a strong enough foundation so they can sustain 
themselves AND allows them to have a better representation at the round table.

I would like to see a Youth Soccer, Youth Softball/Baseball, and Youth Football facility in Washington Local, where Trilby Baseball has traditionally held 
their games (Suder Avenue).

The #1 thing that I would like to see is at least two permanently installed digital speed/radar signs on Front Street for the safety of residents & families 
crossing the street to get to the park & riverfront. Cars & semis DO NOT do the 35 MPH speed limit!!! Even neighborhood residents wanting to take a 
walk or use the current marina to dock their boats must drive across Front Street. Some residents have taken their boats out of that marina for that 
very reason. The situation on that portion of Front St. is a lawsuit waiting to happen! Even small villages & town use these for safety.

more police



Please consider funding for the Trilby Baseball/Suder fields.

Pay off student loans for those who were born and raised in Toledo that went to the university of Toledo and still remain in Toledo trying to improve 
our city.

I’d love to see some of the parks & recs funding go to areas within the Washington local district.

Eliminate the requirement for permits for summer gigs like lemonade or cookie stands so that children are encouraged and Create more recreation 
plans/activities for children like short summer camps

If building a sports facility for Washington local, please consider a location that is more convenient for the majority of Washington local families. Most 
of us do not live in Point Place and find it an inconvenience to drive all the way out there for sporting events.

Invest in revamping, restaffing, and totally revitalization of Lucas county children services, juvenile court, and the child abuse prevention center! All 
three are failing our children families county and state! There should be voted in guardians and open book policy with investigations and a sex 
trafficking unit that does something in this city

I would like to see urban agriculture promoted at the city level.

There  is an accounting term called forward funding, use these dollars that will save the city future expenditures.  For example three years from now 
you don't want to tell citizens you can't open a pool because the old pump finally gave out and the recreation department doesn't have the money.  
These dollars will come and go so fast and you need to spend them on ideas that will save you money in the future. So if three years from know you 
need money for pre-K you will have a source of savings that you can tap.

We need to hire more Police and Fire. The increase in crime and shootings in this city are continuing to be a problem. We need to increase our safety 
forces so we can help reduce the amount of violence that we keep seeing in this city.



Youth sports facility in Washington Local. 
More Toledo Police officers to patrol neighborhoods. 
Hire more Firefighters. 
City beautification along major roads/highways/entrance-exit ramps throughout the entire city. 
Continue to repair city streets.

improve services to the elderly particularly in the area of dementia (friendly focus in our metroparks, zoo) 
better support to youths who have fallen through the cracks (developing programming on the front end to prevent future costs through incarceration, 
gun violence)

Washington Local Schools has a proposal for a sports facility for their youth programs that is greatly needed for kids today to have a convenient safe 
place to learn and play sports.

Water and sewer infrastructure for new construction 
Increase available workforce housing

I am concerned for renters and landlords getting caught up (on both sides) for back rent. This is my #1 concern. Without this addressed I’m concerned 
that we could have a new homeless situation and/or people’s credit being damaged at no fault of their own.

Washington local schools could use the facility off Suder Ave. for a youth athletic facility.

(Repeat ?): Reduce gun violence through better background checks, asking what the individual's need is, and require more than the current  "training" 
to include safety and safe storage of guns.  Also, I liked the teachers' idea to create a training center/special school.  I know our streets are a problem, 
but so is the lack of landlords' care of their properties. I have neighbors that do not mow lawns, especially back yards, and keep junk (tires, old plastic 
pond liners, tree limbs, etc., in their back yards.

Create a recreational facility for Washington Local kids.



Creation of entertainment/leisure attractions such as riverwalk, water, and downtown activities

Investing in a Community or Technical college within Lucas County, and accessible by TARTA should be a priority.

Helping those who have student loans for those who couldn’t continue towards their degree due to the high cost so eventually had to discontinue. 
Education should always be free.

Provide grants to homeowners so they can provide necessary improvements to their home that they were not able to afford due to decrease of 
employment or wages due to the pandemic.

Help build a youth baseball, soccer, football on Suder Avenue

Invest in Ottawa Park Ice Rink by improving the facility with locker room facilities, enclosing the structure, and creating a revenue driving structure that 
also can become a community center.

Sports facility in the Washington Local area.

Invest in West Toledo and the Washington Local community. Take the drive up and down Alexis road from Point Place to the Sylvania line - opportunity 
for development is there (what is NOT needed are more adult-themed establishments!)

Stop your shady backdoor deals.  
Bring back the guillotine for all politicians trying to manipulate laws in their favor, instead of properly representing their constituents.

To spread the money across all communities, not just focus on the inner city zip codes. Provide youth facilities and activities to those in BOTH school 
districts within the city limits, rather than just to Toledo Public Schools. Washington Local is within the city as well and has youth in need of these 
opportunities too!



Funds should be used to increase Police services to help curb the nightly violence in our city. It’s out of control.

More Community Gardens to eliminate food deserts. 
 
The LEBOR should be expanded locally wherever we can and we should offer incentives to our local farmers and factories who do not dump or 
significantly reduce they're toxic/harmful chemical use where it affects our water quality.

Youth recreation center for wls district

Washington local call ready had a school soccer, basketball  program. Trilby baseball, Washington township girls softball and Trilby junior league cover 
the softball and sports for youth, this would just make another current working program go under. Football and cheerleading is all ready covered as 
well for Washington local. Why not help the established programs instead of creating a void between them now? Also the Washington local area does 
not have a community public pool for swimming, and the parks we do have are in need of serious help. The violence at them is to the point it’s not safe 
to take your child to the local park.

How about pay off the extra costs to Toledo’s Water and sewer system instead of passing on the costs to the taxpayers of Toledo?! We used to pay $125 
every three months for our water and sewer. Today we pay over $125 every month for water and sewer. A break on our monthly charges would help all 
taxpayers!

Please start working on city side streets....  
 
Please get rid of/ demolish any abandon business/ homes

A youth recreation building in the Trilby/Washington local area.

I know the Washington Local Schools administration has suggested building a multisport complex within the Washington local community.  I think this 
is a fantastic idea, but would like to add the suggestion of maybe utilizing the old Northtowne Mall lot by Alexis and Detroit.   People have tried to figure 



out a use for it for many years.  I think providing a facility that provides something constructive for our youth would be an excellent choice.

None

Water bill grant or assistance program.

The creation of a city park with youth programming within. The Washington Local School District

Fixing the streets an placing side walks back in the elementary school neighborhoods. I have watched so many kids back by jackmen walk through 
puddles, almost get splashed by cars and have to step off the street in big Snow piles just so cars can go bye!

Washington local area youth athletic complex on Suder

None

Funding for schools and employees that were hit hard during the pandemic.

Fixing the roads and providing a facelift to buildings to provide a unified look in different neighborhoods.

Trilby Baseball/ Suder Fields  youth athletic facilityo

We need more opportunities for the youth. I travel out of state for travel sports and cities  close by have huge sports complex’s indoor and outdoor. We 
need help in ending gym violence especially With the kids.



Adding sidewalks around parks and schools. I live by McGregor elementary and there are no sidewalks on that side of Harvest. People drive so fast 
down Harvest even with kids walking to and from school or the library. So many kids are not able to walk or ride their bikes to and from school 
especially in the winter safely like they would if there were sidewalks.

Granting money to Washington local schools for youth sports

Invest in under-funded Washington Local Schools, new sports facilities, etc.

Please strengthen the court that is responsible for enforcing houses that are a blight to the neighborhoods.  It's urgent that we continue to work on 
gun violence.  Law enforcement needs to identify the suppliers of these illegal guns.  Where are they coming from...those folks need to be locked up for 
years and years.  Finally, we must keep our community looking presentable, a place where people want to live.  We need to Sholheim our city year-
round. Let's look like we are proud of our city, whether visitors are coming or not.

Youth Soccer, Youth Softball/Baseball, and Youth Football facility in Washington Local, where Trilby Baseball has traditionally held their games (Suder 
Avenue)

The city is a complete joke if you have a problem you call the health department or use the app to report problems they're not addressed and when 
they are they give the homeowner months to fix it. We are too worried about low-income housing low income help everybody is hiring if you're a laid off 
city worker and you need a job go get one if you need a house go get a job. And why would we need to create jobs for youth when every fast food 
restaurant in the entire city is hiring whoever even thought that would be a good idea hasn't drove down any Street in the past three or four maybe 
even 10 months. Obviously everything needs to be safe but this is getting ridiculous all of the handouts and guess what why would city workers get 
covid-19 pay when nurses barely got anything or doctors I could care less if anybody in the city got covid-19 pay this is the most ridiculous survey I wish 
you could put a zero in for the things that you don't care about at all until the city starts doing things right I don't think they should receive any 
additional funding. Every single penny of that money should go to the police department because you can't even let your kids play outside without the 
fear of them getting shot.

Roads need fixed



Provide a youth recreation facility for Washington Local Students!!!

Washington local needs a recreation center for the youth to be able to have a safe place to play sports and we need more parks/playgrounds in the 
Washington local community for the youth to be able to play safely. Also, the playgrounds and parks that we do have need to be updated and 
old/broken  equipment needs to be fixed or replaced.

Do more for Washington local youth!! Everything goes to TPS youth!!

Plant trees, keep litter and trash out of the streets. I've visited other cities similarly sized and populated as Toledo and one of the biggest differences I 
always notice is that Toledo is covered in trash. There is litter everywhere. Pick it up and enforce litter fines.

We have developed an outstanding downtown with incredible apartments and living space. I would like to see some dollars put toward a business 
start-up incubator so that Toledo's downtown is an attractive place for new investment in a friendly market for young people. It's about planning for 
not just today but tomorrow as well.

Police, Fire and Streets are the three biggest priorities of any municipality.  These should be fully funded prior to paying for any other service the City 
WANTS to provide.

My suggestion is to imply a better application processing system with the City of Toledo. I do not agree that all the applicants have to call the 419-214-
1400 and be told there is a waiting list, or it’s closed, or were too busy to get to it . For example, I have called several times to inquire about the Lead 
Program, Struggling homeowners, and help with utilities and couldn’t get nowhere,  but a rude City employee interrogating me why I am applying……I 
can explain more in detail on this matter if needed. The process is stressful and discouraging . I have been waiting on an answer at least where I am in 
the “queue” Unfortunately, I don’t trust how the funds are being disbursed. How the technology is today and all the communication on line why can’t 
we as a longtime taxpayer get at least a confirmation that we applied?  
The neighborly software doesn’t show any details for the applicant.  
 
In my opinion, an investment also includes EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE SKILLS,  and GREAT COMMUNICATION SKILLS between all involved.  
 



OUR GREAT CITY OF TOLEDO NEEDS TO CLEAN UP ALL THE FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS THAT ARE NOT MEETING THE HIGH CUSTOMER SKILLS. I know it 
may sound a little “old school” but when I was growing up working in retail or public positions customer service was always implemented. We need to 
bring this back…maybe some incentives or something ?  Higher pay?  
 I have more to share but this is already too lengthy. Hope this is taken with nothing but concern and worry. Who knows…maybe the funds went to all 
of the employees families or it’s just plain tired rude and over worked employees?

Investment in neighborhood community centers to provide much needed programming for families.  They are trusted by the residents and are part of 
what provides a safety net for the communities they serve.

Please fill the potholes in the roads!! Either repave them or have some funds dedicated to making roads safer to drive on. I’ve seen people lose hubcaps 
on Secor Rd from huge potholes that never get filled. Only one half of the road was repaved and the other side desperately needs it.

There is nothing else to add

More police in our neighborhoods

Comment:  This survey concentrates on how the City should prioritize these Federal dollars.  Where is City information on process for organizations 
and programs to access these funds.  I heard speakers at the first public meeting give testimonies on the great work their small organizations are 
doing.  What is the process for these organizations to apply for these Federal dollars?  Are the power point docs from that Rogers meeting on your 
website yet? Are the notes from all the input on your website.  What is the link to see these docs?

Global support for clean energy!

Your municipal workforce is understaffed and undercompensated in all departments. Invest in your workforce. The first job of management is making 
sure you have enough and qualified human capital.  All the shiny toys in the world won't make things better if you can't attract quality employees and 
motivate those you already have.



Replace worn out/old fire stations and improve family centers. 
 
The city has too many old buildings it doesn't take care of. 
 
This will also create jobs.

Fix our streets! Repave Consaul Street and wheeling street!

Hiring more Police and Fire classes as promised. Raise pay for Police/Fire as well as civilian clerks within the police dept. It is getting harder to hire 
trainable personnel let alone retain them. A lot of money is spent in the hiring/training processes.  
 
I would also like to see more streets in my area of town paved. One street Rochelle has been done and now Hill Ave. Dorr Street has been done but 
that's due to the interchange. I have lived at my house for 20 plus years and my street has never been done.

Hire Police if people dont feel safe they wont visit or live in the City.

Invest in technology (across departments) to set our community up for success moving forward!

Houses or apartments should be made available at a discount, or discounted rent to police officers  in the highest crime areas of the city.  In exchange, 
those police officers should agree to live in that house, or apartment for 5 years.   
Officers should walk a beat, or ride a bike beat to get to know the neighborhood they are assigned to, and to increase the likelihood that the citizens 
will trust them and given them tips.

Reduction of crime has to be the #1 goal in this city. I truly feel that police and fire need more personnel, updated equipment, and increased support 
from the Mayor's Office. The Violence Interrupter job is a joke and should be eliminated immediately.



Hire more Police and Less Fire Personnel. If you look at any other City in the US the Fire Personnel Should not out number the Police. We need safer 
neighborhoods! You can hire out ambulance services. A lot of other Cities also gave Safety Personnel bonuses for putting their lives on the line, working 
everyday during the pandemic and being short handed.

According to the Federal Government, the hiring of police officers is allowed under the Recovery Plan. Hiring officers would help mitigate some of the 
gun violence that is plaquing the city. The authorized strength set by the federal government for a city the size of Toledo is over 700 officers. Toledo 
has not been at that number since 2002. Over the last 10 years, that number has fluctuated between 600-650 officers. Currently the size of the sworn 
force is 595 with potentially 15-40 retirements by the time the next class graduates in July of 2022. If a class of 50 is hired, that would only bring the 
strength back up to 600 with more retirements on the way. Increase pay and make it a priority to hire a class of lateral transfer officers  that can be 
certified and street ready in a quicker fashion than dictated by the current process.

Due to the increase in deaths and gun violence in the COT over the past few years, including the deaths of a few local police officers, please increase 
the size of the COT police force by hiring additional officers. Recruit, train and develop officers to be better prepared to handle the recent gun violence

It would be great if these dollars could be used to solve the following problem & it will not be solved by jobs. People who sell/distribute fentynol in 
particular and also oxycontin (not pharmacies with prescriptions) kill people. People selling or distributing crystal meth permanently debilitate people. 
Crack cocaine also adds to societal problems. 
All of these are the main cause of gun violence. The administration will not own up to this and would rather dance around the issue. We need to find a 
way to impose strict sentences for these people. The prisons can be automated and the prisoners kept in the cell 24 hours with one hour for exercise 
equipment to automatically enter and exit their cell 1 to 1.5 hours per day. They can be provided a TV for all communications. Minimum of 40 years for 
fentynol selling or distributing and minimum life in cases where it resulted in a death. Similar but a little less sentencing for the rest. This will not 
happen because too many people make money from services for drug users and criminals. Lawyers, judges, associated medical and social work people 
and even police. Wade do not dance around the reason for gun violence!!!!

We desperately need to hire more law enforcement officers and fund equipment replacement primarily related to portable and mobile radios and the 
purchase of new police vehicles.

Police staffing needs to be bought back to 700.  Planning for retirements to replace staffing and keep the personnel strength up.



In addition to a focus on youth, older adults were severely impacted by the pandemic. We need  services can provides funds to help care and support 
for older adults and their families who care for them.

Hire more Police

Curb repair and replacement

Joint venture between the City and the County to build a jail in the downtown area that is efficient for providing services to those incarcerated,  
includes safe transportation to applicable courts,  and is large enough to house those violent/gun offenders so they are not murdering people in the 
streets of Toledo.   This would allow judges to hold offenders,  instead of letting them run free,  while waiting for numerous court dates that get 
continued on a habitual basis.  People will not come to,  live in,  or stay in a city that has robberies,  shootings,  and murders that are non-stop.

Simply invest in systems, structures and services that are already in place.  Focus primarily on infrastructure (roads, sidewalks, streetlights, curbing, 
utilities) and existing city services.  Seek out investments with proven rates of return.  
 
Enhance safety with bolstered fire and police services both in numbers, equipment and compensation.  
 
Avoid narrow skewed surveys that serve to bolster your arguments for the projects you have already decided upon.

Hire more police officers quickly. Improve working conditions and replace old equipment. Increase salary and benefits to combat the mass exodus of 
officers to other departments. Find a way through mutual aid or diversion of certain calls to the appropriate service to alleviate the near constant 
overtime and the use of forced overtime.

We were PROMISED more police.  Hire more! Pay them what they deserve.  The violence interrupter idea seems to be an absolute failure.  Maybe we 
could stop implementing ideas that have failed so catastrophically in other cities.

Bike and pedestrian infrastructure!!!!!



Adequately compensate first responders for the job they do and reward them for the job they do and bring pay levels up to levels of other police and 
fire departments across Ohio

More Police, double what you currently have. Higher pay to retain the ones you have!

Have more community policing in the neighhoods.

This is generational taxpayer money that should be used for Infrastructure, equipment and wages to keep the city competitive. Pay our municipal 
employees more and expect more in return. This money should not be wasted through grants to the same old recipients that have not done nearly 
enough to solve the City's problems in the past. (Some of the neighborhood groups and the homeless groups come to mind). With the proper oversight, 
job training and skill building-type classes could help get more of our citizens into the workforce. And please try to get the courts to put more gun 
crime offenders and violent offenders in jail/prison. There seems to be no accountability now.

They way crime has skyrocketed over the last few years it is absurd that hiring more police officers wouldn't be at the top of the list.  Toledo had a 
records number of murders last year and this year isn't looking any better.  The City had a double homicide last night! NO this isn't due to the 
pandemic as some would believe.  There has been a feeling of lawlessness and the only way to stop this is to allow the police to do their job and 
criminals need to be held accountable! The safety of the citizens should be the Mayor's top priority!

Police officer retention, lowest paid in area while doing the most work, the city administrators have shown they do not care about workers.  
The categories in this survey show how out of touch this administration is and how they have already determined how monies will be spent. Another 
reason people continue to move out.

Permanent improvements and construction in road, water, sewer infrastructure instead of grants and programming . Pre k is important but not a 
function of city government. Leave it to the schools

Fire and Police



We need more police officers, response times are awful and they are being overworked because the department is so short on staff

We need more police and firefighters to keep our city safe. Compared to the national average we are way understaffed. We must find funding to keep 
our trained officers and fire fighters working for our city! Officers and firefighters will continue to leave the city if not appropriately treated and paid, it’s 
not fair to the citizens of the city not to be protected.  Compared to other cities in Ohio these employees are under paid. We are on the verge of a crisis 
with the crime in the city, whoever is making decisions on the spending I encourage you to do ride alongs for multiple shifts with both fire and police to 
see the short comings that these employees our facing daily. Without more officers on the street crime will continue to rise, last year was the deadliest 
year in Toledo’s history, the time is now. If citizens don’t feel safe within the city they will not come, time to pull it together. It seems cities like Columbus 
have figured it out, time to follow suit. More officer and firefighters!

Commitment to retention and adding police manpower.

We need more police officers. Stop the defund police bs that is hurting our cities. Put criminals in jail. The judges are not doing their jobs. If there is no 
penalty for doing wrong, then we will not stop our crime problem.

How about we don't pay some guy who has yet to do anything or even come up with a plan to reduce gun violence? He's shown his face at nothing. Stop 
paying him with our money. What we need is proactive policing and presence ahead of crime, which has been pulled thanks to a Mayor more 
interested in optics to lend to his political future, and a police chief with little actual knowledge or strength to lead a department. Add in a train wreck 
of a country prosecutor's office letting monsters back on the street due to laziness, incompetence, and cronyism, and congrats, Toledo is turning into a 
filthy third-world city.

Provide outside  shelter for Smith Park and permanent  police camera  ,neighborhood  improvements too many empty lots and condemn  houses

Frequent commercials citing penalties for illegally carrying guns and posting in every place of business the penalties when committing or attempting to 
commit a crime.



The city needs to hire more cops and in my option get a new chief of police for I feel he doesn't do his job good enough. Also work on getting industrial 
jobs back Toledo. Last our current mayor is the best mayor Toledo has ever had in my 36 years of living here.

We need more police and firefighters.  Mayor K's policies are hurting our City. Get the number of first responders up to a respectable level.

Safety requires police, communications, and fire personnel. All of which we're losing at a crazy high rate. Find a way to use this money to stop that 
downhill slide.

Provide money for groups that are often overlooked due to their income. They may be struggling due to bills etc, but don't qualify under government 
guidelines. Not everyone that needs help are in the low-income areas.

Hiring and maintaining employees and safe equipment for law enforcement and TFD personnel is paramount. Violence has sky rocketed and staffing is 
dangerously low. First responders are under paid, understaffed and ill equipped.

I didn’t rank the safe and livable neighborhoods section because none of those things will make the neighborhood safer. Violent crime is rampant and 
shows no signs that it will abate. We don’t need city government to solve all of our problems, but they do need to solve that one. Given this crisis, let’s 
train the police, pay them what they are worth, and make sure they are fully staffed. Feel free to redirect some (all) of the three quarters of a million 
dollars from Mr. Armour’s department to accomplish this.

Recruiting of quality police officers.  Lateral transfers of officers from other departments without a full academy.  Hire police and send many to the 
Ohio State Patrol Academy to put a large number of officers on the streets right away!

Replenish the rainy day fund. establish an operating reserve that eliminates floating 2year temporary bonds.  The interest has been $100,000 per 
million.  borrow from ourselves.  Stop trying to spend all the money.  Save it!!

I really think the biggest issue is lack of direction, mentoring, growth, and job opportunities for inner city kids.  The crime that is occurring is only going 
to get worse if these kids have no direction in their lives.  They need activities, adult support, and training in trades so they have goals and objectives.  



They need community centers, better education from TPS, and career guidance about their futures.

Repair and update all residential streets and major streets in city.  The ability to travel around the city with better streets improves the neighborhoods 
and businesses in the area.  It will also help car and truck owners maintain their vehicles...  please consider this!

Stop packaging police funding together with other city services. I will downvote everything else with it because we do not need to throw more money at 
police services when they do no good.

Build housing for the unhoused. Provide different line items for police & other services (fire, ambulances, etc.). They do not all need extra funds 
equally.

More strict laws regarding gun purchases -- background checks/emotional testing/ABSOLUTELY NO gun sales to underage teens/ABSOLUTELY NO 
SALES OF ASSAULT WEAPONS/limits on number of guns a person can own or purchase/limits on amounts of ammunition/require gun handling training 
and storage for anyone who owns or purchases a gun/laws preventing purchasing of guns in another state and carrying them across state lines. Why 
improve a neighborhood where guns are too easily attained and too often used in anger between neighbors -- control guns then control blight!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Try to bring more business and technology jobs into the city

Assist Lucas County in the construction of a new jail.  Pay off existing debt.

1800 Kreiger Dr retake property from EIDI Sields who breech

The roads. No youth peogram bullshit, no neighborhood bullshit, no fear mongering about cutting er services just fix the gosh darn roads and stop 
looking for ways to launder $



Write everyone that is a citizen of Toledo a check, of adult age. It comes out to 854.866454  Or you can use that to pay off all fines and reinstate people 
who lost their cars/ licenses and what nots because of the pandemic. Do something that will actually help the citizens, building more “affordable 
housing” and parks does nothing for people who can’t enjoy them. Use it to better fight for people’s rights in legislation to help with mandatory time off 
for health and mental, all of you politicians are way out of touch with a “forty” hour work week. People work 60 + hours. Also fight to get the four day 
work week, at 6 hours a day. Just make these businesses pay more for their employees and the offset would be fine. Lower tax rates, something that 
would actually help people.

Roads and city clean up

I live at 324 Maumee ave Crittenden  by golden rule park I would like to have a police camera at the park  also have a stop sign that is at my corner and 
people always run the stop sign I am a proud toledo residence  of the old south end that would like to bring back the south end of toledo to be a better 
neighborhood

Create an educational program on tv or social media to educate the general public on voting and the benefits of it, neighborhood blight and how you 
can be a good neighbo red, being conservative to aid our planet, the importance of communication skills, parenting and mentoring skills.  ..the list goes 
on...educational channel that educates life skills

Start to Plan for the aging population.1. Transportation   2. Safety / Community building Isolation improvement Programs. 
3. Streets in Residential areas   4. Build a Community Crime Program - Small & Local Senior Center areas - Staff with professionals.

Mental health services.   More facilities in all parts of the  the city.  More trained counselors.

Hire additional city employees to clean up the streets and alleys and make void of all debris; Toledo is of the dirtiest cities I've seen and it's mostly 
thanks to all of the trash on the streets. Proper education could also help prevent so much trash from ending up on the street.

Keep drugs and sex offenders off the street.



Get guns off the street. Gun buybacks, ban assault weapons, programs for kids, streetlights, community block watch, community-based policing.

We have produced a pro-active and preventive written and spoken PROGRAM which will produce good health, well-being, effective communication and 
strong immune systems while reducing, eliminating, and preventing negative attitudes, emotions, thoughts, stress, fears, sickness, illness, disease, and 
the current virus. The written TRUE HAPPINESS PLAN PLEDGE can be viewed on www.unconditionallovelive.com. The program would be given to every 
resident in written form and speakers would be invited to speak to neighborhood groups to explain, reinforce, and guide residents to greater 
understanding of the methods listed on the written program. This program has been worked on for 4 years and is now ready for mass distribution. 
Please talk to Bob Moyers - PPP/COUL - 419-533-4191, How much would a cost? A negotiated amount to be determined by the number of speaking 
engagements and the number of people reached.

There was no mention of mental health services or programming for older/elderly adults. Those are both areas that the City should be investing in.

Pay water bills incurred during pandemic for property owners who had water tuned on without their consent.  The tenants aren't paying the bills and 
the owners are stuck with the bill. Very unfair.  Should be paid with these funds.

Make Toledo OH a bicycle friendly city to stay competitive with others. Any worthy infrastructure projects.

Jobs to demolish and fix homes should be offered to local qualified people and not large companies when possible. Solar panels for roofs grants.

Increase police and fire funding. Invest in tourism.

Improve city schools and libraries, build more homeless shelters and soup kitchens

premium pay for ALL city employees.



Domestic Violence programming to respond to the rise in incidents as a result of the pandemic. Specifically increased staffing on the police department 
and in the municipal court.

Some of the money should be used to clean up the area where the Anthony Wayne Trail meets Collingwood. All empty and abandoned houses should 
be torn down and the area turned into greenspace

Free WiFi for all 
Free Medical insurance  for all

I try to maintain my house and pay my bills on a fixed income. I see very little interest in helping older people on fixed incomes that are just getting by. 
A lot of the programs require that you have allowed your property to fall into disrepair or stopped paying your mortgage. Where is the help for people 
that do the right thing!?

Fix the roads that I was promised.  Also the tax level passed for the city of Toledo, that I’m pay with my property taxes so this last question should not 
be part of this survey

I think it is critical to invest into all neighborhoods by ensuring curbs and sidewalks are replaced/repaired. Some are original and crumbling away.

NEW PARKS / DEVELOP NEW PARKS IN UNDESERVED NEIGHBORHOODS

Provide a mental health unit that could assist 911calls for mental health emergencies. Could DART program be expanded to assist. Also, social workers 
who could be brought in to assist housing the homeless.

- Street maintenance in lower economic areas 
-  Improvement and development of senior centers 
-  Expansion of public transportation in areas outside of Toledo.



Splash Pad Point Place at Friendship, I want it called H20 Park, I want it to be like Huron Park in Sandusky, Youth Recreation Parks and Pre K - 4 yr olds, 
Local 50 would help build the park w/water lines, this will teach kids to not be afraid of the water.

Grant monies for City of Toledo employees that have been set back on advancing in life situations such as homeownership, home upgrades, etc.

We need more youth programs. As far as work opportunities, mentorships, summer programs, etc. basically things to keep them from falling into gangs 
and lives of crime. We must start at younger ages before they’re teenagers

City employees are paid 10 dollars less than the private sector. Premium pay for city employees is priority.

Creating more multi use trails for recreation such as a path that would follow most of silver creek or the Ottawa River. Clearing debris from the ottawa 
River and swan creek to allow for tourism and recreation via kayaking and canoeing. Providing money for reconstruction of more roadways.

Demolition of abandoned buildings should be top priority

That walkable cities plan that was touted before would go along way to help businesses adapt to future social distancing/pandemic rules. Toledo 
should use this money to be as proactive as possible for the next pandemic. Any reasonable extrapolation from the last 15 years of global outbreaks 
would indicate future and worse reoccurrences. 
 
Also while this may not be feasible due to who is getting the money, TPS should get the resources they need to keep teachers safe and adapt to future 
distance learning/school closings.  
 
That said, I strongly believe that helping the LOCAL businesses that were hurt by THIS pandemic for fully complying with the Governor's orders should 
be the number one priority, and I say that as a city worker who was laid off.

no



You may need to pay city staff more across the board -- I've seen a lot of your lower pay grade positions going unfilled for many weeks!

Eliminate current city employees who are not fulfilling their basic job duties.

Direct dispersion to city employees.

Invest money is fixing and upgrading city buildings that are serving as Senior Centers.  Asian Resource Center, Eleanor Kahle Senior Center, Senior 
Centers Inc, Zablocki Senior Center etc.  Mostly renovating restrooms to be better handicap accessible.

Reconstructing bridges, walkways and sidewalks, and landscaping in city parks to replace worn out, crumbing sidewalks and walking trails, maintaining 
landscaping and beautifying the parks with trees, perennials, and ornamentals grasses, and maintaining them.

Violence and crime has increased tremendously in our communities throughout Toledo Ohio.  LSS Reentry services and programs are vital and 
certainly falls under the safe and livable neighborhoods.  In particular expansion programs for Reentry is especially critical to address behaviors and 
circumstances contributing to the rising levels of crime and violence.  These programs would provide ongoing intervention using evidence based 
practices to reduce criminal behavior, offer advanced skill training in careers to increase wages and employability and ultimately reduce recidivism 
and crime in our neighborhoods

1. provide Permanent Supportive Housing for those who are on the brink of homelessness due to mental illness or physical illness 
2. provide multi-family housing for those who are very low income that would work with the applicant regarding past evictions or felonies

Make some downtown streets traffic free on Sundays to encourage walking and biking. Support neighborhood improvement groups with practical 
direction on what citizens can do on a neighborhood scale.

More accessible housing



Repave some super old roads

WE NEED TO INVEST IN OUR CITY EMPLOYEES WITH BETTER PAY, THEY ARE SO UNDER PAID , GET THE VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED TO  DO THEIR 
JOBS, INVEST IN OUR INFRASTRUCTURE WATER,SEWER AND STORM LINES, ROADWAYS, ELECTRICAL, INTERNET, POLICE AND FIRE EQUIPMENT ALSO, FOR 
MANY YEARS CITY EMPLOYEES ALWAYS LOOSE OUT ON EVERY THING, INVEST IN OUR CITY EMPLOYEES.

This money should be invested in fixing the streets, potholes, waterlines and sewers. We should not be spending this money on low income housing 
and recreational options. Put the money into fixing what needs to be fixed and paying the city employees for their hard work, especially the ones that 
had to work through the pandemic and did not see any increase in pay.

Fix the roads!

Premium pay for sewer an drainage workers. An their info structure!

Enforce laws and codes on the books; whether criminal offense, tall grass, red light running or tax collection.  Without accountability, change is unlikely.

Using the funds to provide Reentry services for persons returning to the Community after  
Incarceration. Funding for critical services such as housing, transportation, job training and 
mentoring would not only assist the individual but would also contribute to the safety of the Community by reducing recidivism.

- road repairs- at least pothole filling and resurfacing those that have extensive patchwork  
- improving accessibility is not just sidewalks- having crosswalks that are safe is important too. Not just the physical crosswalks, but the ones that are 
high in accidents due to no delay between directional changes. 
- Dies city services include our shelters? Homelessness and transitional supports are needed because those who have lost everything due to the 
pandemic need help with their first steps (such as the support and job training through Cherry Street Missions). 
- comment: Green energy and living is of course important, but given all the other needs in the city, it ends up being on the bottom of the list. Let’s 
focus on cleaning and reusing what we have first, get people back on their feet so we have money cycling through the local economy. Then, it would 



make sense to divert our attentions to other projects. 
Thank you for this opportunity to be heard!

Dorr Street revitalization.

Ensuring proper language access and additional support to attract and retain international newcomers.

Youth programs that instill, enhance and empower elementary and junior high school students. Children need to develop critical thinking, problem 
solving and conflict resolution skills in a safe space. These skills will address the uptick in violence, especially gun violence, that we're experiencing.  
 
Ensuring academic readiness of our youth is an essential investment that will pay off in the very near future!

Tear down buildings and build commercial buildings so that small business can be in the neighborhoods.

Nonprofits that help the community

Increased access and affordability for internet.

More Police

Recall all City employees who were affected by the Reduction In Staff during the pandemic, which caused them to fill or bump into a lower pay grade 
position.

Rejuvenate the urban canopy. Install energy sources that are climate-friendly, like windmills and solar panels. Provide charging stations for electric 
cars. Map the bus system so it gets the people who need to where they need to get (a grid instead of a spoked wheel, weekend and evening and night 
service, smaller buses, no transfer charges). Encourage urban farms.



Universal wi-fi. 
Programs to reduce college debt by having giving them an opportunity to buy inter city home in exchange for reduction in student loan debt. 
Fix our family centers. These programs run on shoe string budgets. The kids who come to these centers deserve a nice facility to be proud of. 
Affordable produce and clean grocery stores in intercity.  
Bring back art and family festivals to downtown toledo. 
More community resource officers to interact with youth. 
Faster results when contacting engage toledo. 
More businesses in downtown toledo.

Yes a comprehensive plan to provide safe access to schools that are landlocked in neighborhoods. One prime example, granting safe access via the 
Anthony Wayne to Toledo Christian. In addition it would be a god send to eliminate  Toledo Christian traffic in the Glynn Dr. and Brookford 
neighborhood area.

N/A

Bring police and fire up to proper manpower, this is the grant for it.

Would like to see more police/ firefighters hired. Increased pay to them. 
More road repairs 
Cleanup of abandon properties

I think the city, with it's improvements to downtown,  should focus on the 2000-2300 block of Broadway. With the long term construction of 75, 
Broadway will be a key street and a first impression of the city.

Long term plan and funding to replace or repair aging infrastructure such as the sewer collection system.

My greatest concern is corruption and the misuse and mishandling of the funds.



Please invest some money into district 3! We have so many abandoned houses and need a great upgrade to existing parks! A splash pad would be nice 
on the old East Toledo Junior High land  at Dearborn and Ravine (Seaman). Also, Birmingham park is just a vacant field and Hecky’s pond can use a little 
TLC for the avid nature enthusiasts!

It was mentioned, but replacement of lead water lines is critical!  Getting information on the plan from the City for the replacement of these lead lines 
has been very difficult.  The City needs to be better with this project and communicating with Citizens.

Higher pay for essential city workers. City of Toledo is one of the lowest paid municipalities in the country and it shows. The old term "YOU GET WHAT 
YOU PAY FOR" is the truth .

I thought your suggested areas were very limiting. We should use more of these funds for some innovative projects and to be very inclusive. Toledo has 
become a severely blighted and poverty stricken city. These funds are bascically "once in a lifetime".They need to be invested wisely and for the long 
term. 
 
For example Toledo has an excellent re-entry program that greatly benefits people returning to the community from prison. More investment of dollars 
in this program would bring long term benefits to the community by reducing recidivism and supporting our criminal justice system. There are many 
more examples. 
 
Let's move Toledo forward ! Taking reasonable risks and thinking outside the box will be necessary.

More police accountability

Invest in youth to even the playing field for minority children who are already disadvantaged by skin color. Invest in education for the white majority to 
show them how they already have privileges based on their skin color

Re-doing roads that have extreme potholes. Providing assistance for first time home buyers.



Education grants for adults and young adults to attend college or vocational school.  
Investment in trade programs adults and youth can attend for free. 
Neighborhood cleanup.  
True criminal justice reform. Not wasted money on diversity training that is a few hours and no accountability. True historical and factual training on 
the history of the police and race and what has to change to combat it.

Please use some of this money to create cut ins on the 1400 block of Jackson to restore their parking, which was taken away by the city's master plan of 
making the street two way.

Providing quality housing for individuals returning from incarceration and other institutions.  It is important here to encourage landlords to house 
individuals by providing incentives.  Housing is critical for anyone attempting to create a new life.

Money for Heroes.  Essential workers.  Who WORKED THE ENTIRE PANDEMIC.  Some bonus just for us

WE NEED TO INVEST AND SUPPORT ALL CITY EMPLOYEES,  THEY ARE ALL UNDER PAID AS COMPARED  TO OTHER CITYS, ALSO INVEST IN OUR 
INFRASTRUCTURE  WATER, SEWER, ROADS, LIGHTING, ALSO INVEST IN NEW MODERN EQUIPMENT  FOR OUR CITY PERSONAL TO DO THEIR JOB, TOLEDO 
CAN BECOME A VERY  GREAT SAVE CITY

Pay your police and fire as they are low paid compared to local cities and cities around the state!

Adult sized playgrounds

The city need more QUALIFIED police officers and firefighters, not just hiring so the city meets certain numbers. Spending money on lawsuits for people 
who shouldn't have been hired in the first place is costing too much.

Yes quit short changing your safety services that are the backbone to you community and are out there interacting with the community 24/7-365 !!!!  
How can you give your council extreme raises but not make sure your safety forces are fully staffed with adequate equipment and competitive wages??



WE HAVE TO INVEST IN OUR CITYS INFRASTRUCTURE , SEWER LINES,STORM LINES, WATER SERVICE LINES AND WATER MAINS, ROADWAYS,  AND ADDED 
STREET LIGHTING, ALSO OUR CITY DIVISIONS THAT WORK IN ALL THESES DIVISIONS ARE SO UNDER PAID, UNDER STAFFED AND LACKING VEHICLES, 
EQUIPMENT,  ALL OF THIS NEEDS TO HAPPEN TO MAKE TOLEDO A STRONG AND PROSPEROUS,

The CJCC Reentry Committee has created a database (Using DOJ funding) of all returning citizens to Lucas County from State Prison.  Programming and 
services for this population should be targeted to ensure safe neighborhoods.  The Reentry Coalition of Northwest Ohio (RCNWO) has been in existence 
since 1999 and is strong and vibrant.  The CJCC Reentry Committee was created to be able to bring in federal reentry grants and would be an ideal 
partner to collaborate with the RCNWO to oversee funding to make our neighborhoods safer for all.

ROADS ROADS ROADS ROADS ROADS

Sewers and drainage department  !

Use for infrastucture (roads & drainage) not social programs

N/A

Put money towards the city workers to boost moral so they Love what they do so they want to come in for emergencies give more incentives! Better pay! 
Audit all Departments to see how efficient they are

Tax cuts to working household or property tax

Putting aside some money to help historical neighborhoods keep their historical integrity (especially those in underserved historic neighborhoods like 
Olde Towne and Vistula) would be beneficial to keeping Toledo special and keep money moving into Toledo from outside sources. Continuing to make 
historic neighborhoods desirable, while working to make all neighborhoods desirable, will continue to increase interest in our city and hopefully bring 
in jobs and opportunities for those who already live here. So many properties are abandoned and are forced to be demolished while there are many 



people from out-of-state looking for a good place to live, and I believe Toledo is an amazing place to live. Toledo’s history and historical homes and 
districts attracted my fiancé and I to move to Toledo from San Francisco and I believe it can encourage more people to live here and participate in the 
growth of this wonderful city.

Dedicated funding towards preservation grants to help property owners maintain homes located in our historic districts, which often cost more to 
repair.

Higher pay for city employees

Sewers pay raise or bonus

Investment to assist in the rehabilitation of historic structures in downtown to much needed housing and commercial activation.

Give premium pay to your Nursing Staff at the Lucas County Jail for taking care of your people who were arrested.

PREMIUM PAY FOR SEWERS AND DRAINAGE ESSENTIAL EMPLOYEES THAT WORKED THROUGH THE PANDEMIC.

It has become apparent to me that there is a high and frequent turn over for the Classification of Police Records Clerk position over the last 3-5 years.  I 
am asking you both to please consider exercising our right to request a change in the step rate/salary group for Police Records Clerks as stated in the 
Contract below.  I truly believe that the turnover ratio and resignations/transfers for this position warrants a salary change. (est. 12 since 7-2019) 
Additional consideration should be given since this position includes passing a background check, accessing national/state/local law enforcement data 
bases, working all holidays (shift workers only get 8 major holidays while M-F get 14 Holidays), working 24/7 1st, 2nd & 3rd shift positions.  These 
certainly meet all the requirements listed in the last three sentences of the clause in the Contract.  Please keep in mind that the last desk job review 
recommended a salary group 7 and it was agreed for a salary group 6. 
 
Which states in our contract 
 
   The committee shall review all class titles  within the bargaining unit with the intent to consolidate classifications whenever reasonably possible.  The 



committee's focus shall be upon the merger of classifications within the same salary group.   It is not the intent to decrease any employee's pay as a 
result of any classification merger. The committee's review shall be based upon the knowledge, skills, and abilities determined by job analyses for the 
classifications.  FURTHER, THE COMMITTEE WILL ENDEAVOR TO DEVELOPE A CAREER PATH FOR CLASSIFICATIONS WITHIN THE BARGAINING UNIT. WHERE 
CIRCUMSTANES WARRANT, THE COMMITTEE MAY ALSO CONSIDER WHETHER A PARTICULAR CLASSIFICATION THAT IS DIFFICULT TO FILL OR RETAIN 
SHOULD BE PAID A DIFFERENT STEP RATE OR SALARY GROUP. 
 
We can agree to a pay raise to a level 7, and reduce our pay raise for the next 3 yrs when our contract is reevaluated in January 2022.  This we may 
consider as an outcome, but does have to be voted upon by our union representatives.

IT SEEMS ALL THE MONEY ALWAYS GO TO POLICE AN FIRE AN NOBODY SEEMS TO CARE THAT ARE INFRASTRUCTURE(WATER & SEWER) IS GOING TO 
HELL.THE ONLY TIME IT GETS ATTENTION IS WHEN THERE IS A ROAD COLLAPSE THEN THE POLITICIANS COME OUT OF THE WOOD WORK ACTING LIKE 
THEY CARE.THEN WHEN IT COMES TO FUND THESE DEPT.THEY ALL TURN A BLIND EYE TO THEM.I CAN GUARANTEE YOU WHEN YOU HAVE SANITARY IN 
YOUR BASEMENT YOU THINK OF THE SEWER DEPT.AS A FIRST RESPONDER.SAFETY IS AN ISSUE AND SO IS OUR INFRASTRUCTURE TO THE CITIZENS OF 
TOLEDO.

Much of the city's sewer system is antiquated and in need of frequent repair but over the years the department has decreased in size  making it 
difficult at times to keep up with the necessary repairs, so I believe investing in the sewer dept. for new equipment and an increase in the labor work 
force would better serve the existing water/sewer customers and any potential investors looking to set up shop in Toledo.

The City of Toledo should invest a portion of the recovery funding to renovate or rebuild the community centers that provide programs and services to 
the people who live in their immediate neighborhoods.    These centers are the anchor of each of the neighborhoods.  And, they serve the families 
directly.

Keep sewer and drainage division fully staffed and give premium pay to workers to boost moral.

Sewer worker pay

No



Premium pay to essential sewer and drainage employees that worked throughout the pandemic

Na

Are there ideas that were not mentioned that you believe would be a worthwhile investment? 
 
Update city-owned shelter buildings that are being used as senior centers (e.g., Highland Park Shelter House, Friendship Park etc.) 
 
Highland Park Shelter House (zip code 43609) is currently used by Asian Resource Center as a senior center.  The senior center provides senior services 
to Asian, African-American, and Caucasian seniors from the Toledo area and other suburbs such as Holland, Maumee, Oregon, Perrysburg, Rossford, 
and Sylvania.   
 
The Highland Park Shelter House urgently requires: 
. air-conditioning (including the basement area),  
. WIFI/internet services,  
. resurfacing parking area, fixing pot holes, and expanding parking lots space,  
. replacement of all windows (some cannot open or hard to close) and doors. 
. providing easy access in and out of building for persons with disabilities (such as pickup or drive-through areas) 
. installing surveillance camera (CCTV) 
. converting the basement Ladies restroom into office space since all toilet bowls were removed.

Paying for adequate equipment for police

We need more police officers

Hire more police officers. Hire more police officers. Hire more police officers.  
 
Hire more police officers than you think you need. Want to reduce crime in the city and make it a place where business want to come and flourish , 
then you need to help in the reduction of crime and homelessness in the city , that is done by providing the actual hard working tax paying citizen with 



emergency services that are not over worked an under paid. 
 
Again , hire more police officers. Also , pay the police officers a hell of a lot more money. Stop acting cheap when it comes to the safety of the city, stop 
giving into the liberal left handed woke mob when it comes to the police, pay them waaaaay more.  
 
Again , hire more police officers. Stop promoting liberalism , it has literally ruined this city. 
 
Hire more police officers

Work on West Toledo! Stop letting strip clubs and adult oriented businesses in the area and bring in some anchor / destination stores. With Michigan 
and I-75 right there it's a shame to see so many businesses leave the area due to city leadership just ignoring this part of town. The crime is going up 
and the empty buildings keep getting worse. There are pan handlers at almost every corner and some are starting to become violent and hostile.

Why not use some of the funds to give directly to residents.   
Bring back the PIC program for youth jobs during the summer 
Invest in After School Programs  
Invest in Vocational Schooling 
Hold Landlord accountable for maintaining properties by enforcing current laws.

Investments in neighborhood run programs and grants to community led work such as community gardens, bike rides matter, rec centers, etc. 
providing programming and safe spaces in our lowest economic status neighborhoods

Keep in mind that many essential city workers are working behind the scenes that get looked over. These employees never stopped showing up for 
work to ensure employee's needs were taken care of. 
Additionally, 
Provide upgrades to the Government One building to remove mold and improve on the condition of the building and increase security.

I believe that all the employee's that work thru the pandemic should receive some kind of bonus money. And not just the Police or Fire everyone Water, 
Sewer Employee and Streets all work thru this Pandemic even the Mayor's Staff.



I feel that improving public transportation should be on the list. This will help people obtain and maintain jobs.

Increase in hiring TPD Police. Gun violence is becoming a huge problem in Toledo. It's hard to feel safe in even highly populated areas like downtown - 
restaurants.

More money should be budgeted for police and fire retention. The numbers are dangerously low and services are not present because of it.

Grants and low interest loans for neighborhood business district redevelopment.

Hire more police...let them do their jobs without fear of retaliation from elected officials.

Retain City employees by taking laid off employees from the position they bumped into, and returning them to the higher pay grade position they filled 
prior to the City's pandemic lay offs.

There are employees that were laid off from their City positions during the pandemic, who then bumped into lower paying City positions in order to 
remain City employees. Those employees should be returned to the higher paying positions that they held prior to lay offs.

Urban and community gardens or co-ops to supply healthy, fresh food to those in need

Increased transportation services - invest in busses by developing an app that makes it easy to monitor where busses are and where they will be going. 
Keep them clean and safe for all users by promoting them. Make public transportation more desireable.

Downtown public recycling.

I think it would be helpful to save the money used to pay salaries of positions created for Criminal/gang members in city government   It’s appalling!



Affordable, safe housing and transportation are the most important issues to me. 
The city should buy and renovate some of the abandoned homes. It seems like there are plenty of them and some of them are still livable.

Please use the money to ensure the police and fire departments are adequately staffed!

Hiring more police

We have a tidal wave of people coming to Toledo Ohio. if we are successful even more people will come we might already be to late to plan if 
preserveing the old ways of city building is the best we can offer. First and foremost we need to invest in dismantling our roads they might be needed 
for military control but we don't need them in the future and invest in public transportation where safe accessible walking biking and trains are 
priority . Now we have another huge part of the budget  we don't need to waste half the funds on police because we can invest in community 
intervention specialists and prevention through 24 hr day recreational volunteer movements for youth and elderly paring to prevent gangs and militias 
from taking advantage of the needy. We need to plant today and not stop food forests everywhere there needs to be funds to dig up and get rid of 
grass lawns to plant food trees  bushes not community gardens forests of food for the changing seasons we will also have to depend on year round 
growing if we are prepared they will be in place feeding human and wildlife for thalsonds of years.  Next simpler housing not saying preserving the old 
historical  should not be done.  But with future potential of extreme costs building codes should be really stringent for those not considered green 
housing we need millions of mud huts ( Earth Ships)  with solar ovens  for waste removal biodigestors water is to precious ,cooking, and heating and 
cooling. Last we need to build a future with a Toledo Family intake center welcoming people with out cages  we need to get good at this we can help not 
just ourselves but are metropolis from becoming a concentration camp.

no

FIX THE ROADS!!!!! # 1

Hire additional fire and police

Fixing inner city streets especially side streets and snow plow!



Community patrol with diversity training for Toledo police department

Invest in downtown, demo buildings, remodel, clean up graffiti, make it business friendly, family friendly, entertainment, provide more parking.

More police and fire!!

Grants program for reverse osmosis machines for landlords and homeowners.

For youth, parks, and recreation, I would suggest improvements in current parks and connecting parks.

Give competitive pay(actual raises) to safety services. The mayor and city council took 65% pay raises this year when 4 of them were arrested for taking 
bribes, then offered a joke to first responders. People keep leaving this career for higher paying jobs and other higher paying departments. Make our 
wages competitive, and hire more safety forces. Do the right thing

Please invest in your crucial workers that have worked everyday and more over the pandemic. Short staffed city workers are getting things taken away 
from them.

Give police and fire raises.

The legislation mentions fiber networks. We could use a city fiber service that could rival big tech companies expensive services.

Take care of your overworked 911 operators and police and fire people first. They must be first if we don’t have them we are screwed.

FIX THE ROADS!



More general funding toward public health especially with the health department being forced to move

Hire more first responders.  The city need more dispatch, fire, and police.  More police mean less crime.  Please please hire more police for the safety of 
our citizens.

Pay. Police, fire and the communications department were deemed essential during the pandemic. They are underpaid , understaffed and working 
with old or outdated equipment . Quit paying those who already make too much and put the money into the city and help the crime rate. Reasses why 
the water bills are so overly expensive for homeowners

Improve ADA compliance, especially with more accessible and usable sidewalks and access to overpasses by the wheelchair and powerchair bound. 
More bicycle paths. 
Both of these will improve traffic to local businesses and encourage green transportation.

Invest increasing digital services for libraries. Pandemic showed us all how important this new digital space is for all of us.

Employees that were laid off during the pandemic and permanently placed into other positions, place them back into the position they held prior to lay 
offs, especially the ones that went to a lower paying position.

Trash / recycling pick up service through UpTown for litter / sidewalk cans.  
Assistance to schools for resources / camps / tutoring to help the knowledge gap created during pandemic.

Increasing workers pay to be comparable to other cities as you just did for City Council and the Mayor.  It’s getting increasingly more difficult to attract 
and retain quality employees, due to significantly lower pay in Toledo.   Also a survey with predetermined choices to rank only gets you info on those 
specific items.  Very skewed and slanted data collection.

support the police so they can stop the crime that is destroying the city



Better equipment for police and fire departments.

Cleaning up industrial Blight left by vacated factories.

Fixing the roads!!!!!!! 
Grants to the Landbank to preserve and NOT demolish houses

Shut down nuisance bars in residential neighborhoods like the one on 2814 Lagrange street and move them downtown so all the drinking and partying 
is happening all downtown safe and sound instead of outside a residential neighborhood with kids and residents having to hear guns and drunkards 
the night before they have to go to school or work. Plus they leave garbage drug wrappers, condoms and weaves for us to pick up in the morning. SHUT 
DOWN BARS IN RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOODS

More police and fire

Hire more police!!!!!

Police!!

Program for the youth to revitalize the central Toledo area.

Invest in Tarta

More police



Give low income neighborhoods access to healthy food, clean/ safe housing and live-able wages.

Try to update empty areas with area improvements that could add new jobs such as where North Towne mall used to be.

A new crime prevention program

Public transportation 
Jobs 
Low income housing

Definitely love the idea of cleaning up blight and abandoned houses and maintain open land. Fix roads in the inner city.

Rehire City staff that were permanently laid off during the pandemic, who bumped into other positions that are a lower pay grade than the position 
they held prior to lay offs, to fill the higher pay grade positions that they previously held at the time of lay offs.

What about investing in green energy and technology. Electric cars for the city, charging stations, solar panels, geothermal and wind.

Grants or very low interest loans to property owners (homes) who would like to add solar panels and other energy efficient resources to their homes.

Invest in partnership with UT to promote hyperloop stop on the proposed Pittsburgh to Chicago line.

Trees for the Old West End canopy to improve air quality and restore the character of this neighborhood which could be such a draw for the city!

We need to prioritize providing housing to the homeless.



More expansive and green public transit, improved waste services that can get us beyond land fill use.

Focus on the fundamentals. Road maintenance should be a priority. Protecting the electrical infrastructure by replacing old poles, removing trees, and 
maybe constructing barriers to protect them from kamikaze drivers would be helpful.

Offer grants for residents to take on the maintenance of vacant lots, which can include conversion of the vacant lot(s) into food gardens; plant trees in 
parking lots and install charging stations to provide shade for parked cars, like at OC and the museum; convert park turf areas into low-mow; offer 
housing in unused motels, etc. to homeless in return for upkeep of building and grounds with counseling so they can get a better job and then have 
home (rent/own); offer grants for residents to paint/side house; grant to businesses to support "zero traffic zone" on weekends with games/concerts 
and host family-friendly events to draw little ones into the traffic-free zone; grants for e-bikes so youth have transportation to get to job;

We need people back to work, most of our issues are rooted in employment. 20% of people surveyed aren't going back to work because of child care 
(indeed.com).  Divert money to fixing infrastructure. INCREASE FUNDS/ STAFF THE POLICE AND FIRE.

Investing more in African-American businesses because there hasn't much of that with the previous Federal funding.

Insure landlords upgrade their property

Universal pre-order programs!

Everyone should be privileged to the perks of these funds. There should be no cap on income. We should not punish those who have continued their 
employment during the pandemic.

Drug treatment  instead of jail

Hire more police and get the necessary equipment needed for police to help keep the communities safe. Without police all other will not work.



Address environmental hazards created by the railroad in neighborhoods and the protection of residents from the development of the old Jennite 
factory development. Insuring the Cide Enforcemnt Department incorporates the recomendations of the report by The Center of Community Progress. 
Their KGB tactics, by some employees, towards struggling honest homeowners is abusive and intolerable.

The Arts

Update and bring the senior centers into the future.  Provide more dollars for computers and Wifi.  Provide TARTA with more funds so that more 
seniors are eligible for TARPS.  They pay for the ride so why so many stipulations on disability.  Some would just like to walk out of their house and get 
on the bus, not stand on the corner and be vulnerable.

Job training programs for residents

Funding for safe bicycle and pedestrian routes and connections. Advocating at the city, state, and federal level for paid parental leave for newborns 
and adopted children. Better infrastructure and resources for TPS students.

After school programs

Tax cuts

Hire police, give them a raise (they deserve it) give them good modern equipment

Pave the residential  roads - we are long overdue and will never catch up

Bring staffing levels of TPD, TFD and the 911 Call center to 'safe' levels.



Fix more of our roads that are in dire need of repair, especially in the Washington Local School District.

Investing in City Workers and making sure that the divisions office and field equipment; such as computers, copiers, printers and other employee 
devices are maintained and updated to make the city worker's daily tasks easier and more efficient.  These are some of the things that are essential to 
city workers that are overlooked.  Some city workers are working on computers that are obsolete with outdated programs, which leads to unnecessary 
and added stress for the workers.  Also, the desks in some departments and divisions employees have been using since the 1980's.

Compensate city workers who worked through the pandemic.

Fund code enforcement to actually enforce the laws on the books to help with neighborhood blight.

Fire classes.

Repave more streets; increase proactive police patrol (speeding, noise, etc.) in the neighborhoods; the infrastructure (parks, sidewalks, etc.) in this city 
has been neglected for years to provide overly generous wages and benefits to city workers so lets not squander this money

Hire more police officers  
 
Drug users have mandatory drug treatment if they the jail is automatic  
 
Better educational programs in schools especially those that want to learn more advanced programs for gifted or hard working students

install a few splash pads around the city for the children ,so many families can't afford to pay for the children to go to the pools.

Build wealth among Toledoans who need it most by helping create worker-owned cooperative businesses.  Working for a paycheck is like paying rent 
on your house.  Being a worker owner is like owning your home.  It creates wealth/equity that can help the family for generations.  Toledo has a rare 
opportunity to do this now.  Examples abound.  Kent State has a center on worker ownership.



Investing in the police, they’ve had an extremely rough year and they feel like no one cares about them. Investing in them could increase moral within 
the department.

More police

The key essential thing this city needs is to pay the city of Toledo workers,  who worked throughout the entire pandemic not a premium pay but match 
or exceed the covid relief  checks that were distributed in 2021.  Countless employees risked their very health to come to work every day, and they 
deserve to be elevated in their pay. To not acknowledge those workers would be saying that the mayor and it's affiliates do not care about it's 
employees, show the city, show the employees that you do. This would be an investment in the city , this would be proving that  WE MATTER.

Add scooters to the borrow a bike program 
Improve access for bikers from neighborhoods into downtown 
Improve Community centers and key neighborhood hub centers--better technology and multi-purpose room programming 
Improve facilities at the farmers market 
Add fitness parks to more locations in the inner city (ie glass city and middle grounds) 
make improvements to the civic mall and use it for a midweek food truck and farmers market gathering site

With the crime rate in the city raising and police and fire are overworked they deserve better equipment, pay and resources. This is why people are 
leaving the city.

Hire more police officers and raise their pay.

Pre school kindergarten

Wherever the investments are made they cannot create future financial obligations beyond the funding that is provided.



Fix ALL ROADS and  infrastructure in the city should be the priority!!

Add or improve Youth vocational skills building summer programs.   
Toledo grows. Toledo bikes. Childrens Theater workshop. 3D printing school at the librarys.

No.

Bolstering the Toledo Police and Toledo Fire departments by running more frequent academies for both throughout the calendar year. Offering 
incentives to Lateral transfers that would entice individuals with knowledge and experiences from other cities to come to Toledo to work as first 
responders. Stop wasting money paying an unproven individual with an unproven "plan" to "reduce gun violence." Put that money towards actual 
proven methods to increase public safety. Bolster essential education components in schools; i.e. gun safety, basic fiscal planning, home economics, 
etc. Help create interest in trade jobs and skilled labor industries by teaching the prerequisite course in school; college is not for everyone and can 
cripple individuals with debt for their futures.

More assistance with rent and utilities for lower income families.

Invest more in rehab for the opioid problems in Toledo

Parental guidance and learning programs. 
Drug addiction programs for youth and young adults.

Increasing police recruiting numbers to reduce response time.

Instead of giving money away like you guys invest in our police and fire forces before we lose all of them



Many Toledo Police vehicles are over 200,000 miles. Officers are often called to incidences that require a fast response, such as an active shooter (as we 
saw July,4). It is unsafe for officers to be traveling at high rates of speed in vehicles that are past the retirement point. Also, it would be beneficial if 
Toledo Police had a more reasonable location to park.

Hire more police and provide them with the right equipment to fix the crime problem that is overwhelming Toledo.

Please help our first responders and stop all this gun violence.

How about investing in your police officers instead of using them as pawns? Our department is the least paid of the top 5 cities in Ohio however the 
city of Toledo ranks as the top taxed city of the big 5 cities here in Ohio.

Pay firefighters a competitive salary and benefits.

Funding legal services to provide tenants facing eviction with an attorney and caseworker

The money should be spent to include everybody not just the minorities! Our streets are terrible in this city and the Mayor turns his back to them. The 
people spoke on pre school funding and he continues to push his agenda. I lost all respect for politicians they don’t represent the people who put them 
in and if a vote gets voted down the just push it back until an election comes around to serve their needs. If you want to really help people help them 
find employment instead of sitting around on their asses waiting for the next hand out! I feel strongly that as usual the money will be wasted because 
of politicians  not being to think outside the box

Reimburse landlords for the billions lost in the pandemic due to the eviction moratoriums.  An ABC report found that small landlords have lost over 57 
billion dollars due to the eviction moratoriums, (citing Moody's data  https://13wham.com/news/nation-world/eviction-moratorium-gave-renters-relief-
but-property-owners-face-billions-in-unpaid-rent).  Before the city spends a single dime on luxury items like "youth recreation", they should reimburse 
landlords for losses directly caused by the eviction legislation.  Otherwise, the city is just funding their wish list on the backs of small business owners 
(landlords).  It's time to do the right thing.



Housing crisis and universal pre-K for 4 year olds should be TOP priorities  
 
Increase TARTA funding  
 
No additional funding for police

This money shall go to basic city services to improve & maintain services that tax payers  already pay for.  
 Roads, water, sewer, police/fire, parks.

Giving police and fire a raise due to the conditions they have worked through including the pandemic.

Competitive wages for city employees so police officers me fire fighters don’t get trained and leave for better paying jurisdictions right after getting 
trained costing the city and tax payers lost 
Money

Support the emergency rental assistance payments by adding a Right to Counsel in eviction cases.

Repair the streets, address high grass and weeds, beautify common spaces with decorative grasses or flowers that are easily maintained, paint the 
railroad underpass on Broadway Street, clean up trash and debris that aligns our sidewalks, quicker response to eviction debris

Invest in police and fire for a safe city. Invest in business friendly options to attract people and new businesses here. 
No more youth programs. They don't work and end up being a waste of money ey.

Training and education for LMI leaders so that they can make a real change in their own communities. This training needs to be performed by 
dedicated, LOCAL providers who are interested in establishing a relationship with community members. I believe you should provide funding to 
Reinvest Toledo to spearhead that effort.



Roads but they are not on the list

Empty lots and vacant houses owned by tge land bank in low income neighborhoods should be available for purchase by anyone within a few blocks 
instead of next door or across the street to increase accessibility to people of color. This rule disproportionately affects the area and increases the 
chance of gentrification.

Direct investment in the community in order to generate tax revenue.

Detwiler pool!

The city should use at least $10 million of the ARPA funds to establish an endowment for the city parks. Such an endowment would provide a 
sustainable source of revenue for updating equipment, maintaining park grounds, and funding recreation programs for generations to come. This 
would provide a highly visible yet cost-effective way to invest in and lift up underserved neighborhoods, where many of our city parks reside. 
Community partners working on social determinants of health issues, such as ProMedica, could be asked to contribute, and the Greater Toledo 
Community Foundation could assist with managing the investment.

Protection of our youth, program funding made available throughout the day. Not being in the streets. Curfews under age of 18

Providing funds to small businesses to create more jobs and or training in the city of Toledo.

Fix small streets they are full of Poot holes

Be more transparent with capital improvements projects !

I would like to see a city wide iniative to clean up our streets from a growing litter problem.



Actually pay your firefighters and police officers a competitive wage instead of thanking them for their service and turning a blind eye to their 
struggles.

The money needs to be evenly allocated to the poorest of the poor of our city, namely those that are disabled and on SSI, who can't pay one months 
rent and utilities on $794.00 a month in disabled benefits,, under funded local American Vets, and those households with income under $30,000 a year. 
THAT would make difference in the entire city's families or singles that would qualify. The categories on this survey should already be funded from 
other sources and probably are. Do the right thing with this money and give it to Humans that are suffering.

Fix the roads. 
 
Even with the increase in tax rate, the proposed street repairs are a joke.  Try fixing one or two on the east side even.  There's sinkholes you can lose a 
car in, and city crews just throw cold patch into it every few years.  Yes we need police, and I love our parks, but not being able to drive the speed limit 
for fear of ruining my car is an issue.

Fully staff and support the fire department. 
Defund the police. 
 
Improve TARTA. More hubs with main lines between them. Not a spoke and hub model.

5G, city wide provided WiFi, expansion of Police force, and a YMCA every 5 miles (similar to parks plan of a park every 5 miles.

Hire additional law enforcement !!!!!!!! The level of lawlessness that is becoming increasingly worse in this city is unsettling. I have been considering 
moving out of the city to a safer area.

Provide additional funding to grass cutting in the spring. Neighborhoods look like a mess every year. (Westmoreland)



Pay our first responders and 911 call center employees!! They worked through this entire pandemic, with the possibility of catching covid, passing it to 
their co-workers, and most importantly their families!! Even Amazon and Kroger took care of their workers! Shame on you all!! Putting their lives on the 
line in general and then for a global pandemic!!

More money invested into Police and Fire

We need to have a soccer field in downtown it would be great for pickup games bringing people to come to downtown .. we need to build more homes . 
Try to increase our population . We should also focus on north end near summit street

These city streets need replaced horribly!!! Sink holes everywhere major car repairs telegraph road Detroit road tons of roads completely full of 
potholes!

Widening Holland-Sylvania Road south of Central Ave to four lanes as was done to Dorr St. Once the interchange on Dorr opens the traffic   travelling 
on Holland-Sylvania will be extremely unacceptable. It is being resurfaced  at this time which I find to be very short sighted and a total waste of 
taxpayer money!!

Grants for organizations or individuals who are aligned with the MIRGV and, similarly, providing services to teens and young adults.  
 
Safety Net 
Sound Mind Behavioral Wellness 
Coalitions 
Commissions 
Block watches 
Libraries 
 
are good examples.



Anything that further supports TPD and their efforts facing violence and crime in Toledo.  
 
Anything that motivates people to work would be a win for Toledo.

Okay 
EPA has lead service line replacement $. There is new money through the state for brownfield clean up and demo. 
When is the last time the city has even applied to ODNR for park Grant's?  Utilize the other program so you can protect the integrity and impact of this 
money and it's intended use. I am familiar with this legislation and frankly some of the items identified here do not appear to be eligible activities... 
sidewalks? Lead abatement?

Program to help people pay back water bill and etc.

Increased public services  for mental health and addiction treaments. Increase in social workers and clean water programs!

Hiring sufficient police officers and firefighters.  Replacing outdated public safety equipment. Increasing public health services and programs to reduce 
unnecessary 911 calls and improve population health.

Our police and fire departments

Getting kids on the right track when they are young is key in stopping mischief and violence in the future. Programs to stop the generational violence 
cycle!

Improve public transit

Pay city employees $2000 like it is meant for



Keep landlord/slumlords accountable for their unkempt properties

Cut your budget for city council members and pay police and fire better.

More creative and expressive formats and tools for TPS, not more police that has already traumatized their neighborhoods and families.

Housing housing housing!!!!

Revamp BlockWatch program, help neighborhood organizations partner w city depts to address problems specific/unique to their areas

During COVID - our teenage population were largely displaced and depended on! With families losing child care, teenagers were simultaneously 
expected to babysit and do online school. We need to provide grants to create spaces of recreation for the teens. Not another basketball court - a 
surveyed and thought out place that the TEENS fine fun and interesting. They’re still children too.

Use the money for projects that are one time expenditures

Provide more choices for internet and cable instead of just buckeye. It isn't fair we only have one option in our area.

Grants to low-income businesses that already exist in/near downtown Toledo. Rather than grants to only NEW businesses, the businesses that already 
exist could use a boost. Especially those that serve low-income communities on the outskirts of downtown.

Property tax amnesty program

Better playground equipment, splash pads on East side. . advertising kids programs more. Enforce better property  code on vacant and slum lord's.



You have a five year old plan for South Toledo, specifically Broadway. Get it done, show the pride we have in our community. Give the downtown 
dwellers a place to ride to on the weekends.

Clean up the city in partnership with residents, subsidizing payroll if necessary to local contractors.  
Education in the trades, with local businesses participating. Subsidize local businesses payroll to attract/keep employees, emphasize LOCAL. Every 
dime spent must be local by whatever means necessary, no interest loans, subsidise payroll, outright grants to those contributing to local public needs. 
Transparency, accountability, demonstrated results. A million dollars spent on 180 local small business, imagine the results!!  
Not a dime spent on anything not Toledo!

Return the money to each Toledo resident. If it is truly ours, we should each have sole control over our own separate shares to decide what to do with it 
individually.

Substance abuse treatment

Raises to police and fire. Toledo has not been  paying a competitive wage in many years.  It’s time for a fair contract to the front line workers.

Funding for single families who have been evicted in 2020 before the hold on eviction act was in place also Funding for schooling for single families

A small thank you gift to the leaders of Toledo for everything they have done for the people of Toledo to survive and thrive through 2020/2021

Fund social services to be used in replacement of police to applicable calls.

I believe that the police, fire, and EMS workers should receive A big chunk of this money for going above and beyond during the pandemic.

Make home owners clean up their own property To much junk and all the vehicles that are junk just sitting on property No one seem to do anything 
about it even if you call the city Then the people who don’t pay their property taxes and are permitted to live in the house  The people that do pay it is 



unfair to them Do something about it!! Our City is going to hell

Paying employees that continued to work through the pandemic before money gets spent on anything else.

Fire Wade and the rest of the criminal and liberal democrats. Make wade go public with an apology and explanation to all firefighters for the 
embarrassing bullshit he spews, offering NONSENSE as a raise and suing them for getting cancer. YOU’RE fucking disgusting.  Make the self serving 
liberals (city council) give back their as(s)tronimical raises; they do NOTHING.  Fire the worthless “crime stopper” that is an ex con.  Start responding 
and doing something when citizens (read-YOUR BOSSES) complain about vacant houses, hazardous properties and complaints.  Stop sweating in front 
of the mic and step up!! DO SOMETHING FOR SOMEONE OTHER THAN YOURSELVES.

We need internet coverage other than the Buckeye monopoly, and the poor quality via at&t.

Please continue to support the arts and art programming.

No

Pay your safety services what they deserve!!!!

Improve public transportation services using more mid size bus, promote public transportation service to train station, implement complete street,  
establish citywide bike network and related cyclist and mortoist education program.

Significant raises for all essential workers.

Add more police and fire, and pay them more!!!!!!!!!

Do a stimulus check to all toledoans or raise the income limits for city grants



Prioritize safety and economic development.  Our citizens need to feel safe and earn a descent living to be productive member of Lucas County.

1. How about just teaching the golden rule? "Increased programming to reduce gun violence" ? Guns don't cause violence, the a-holes that use them 
do.  
2. You should also stop pleading down felonies. Properly prosecute the derelicts who use guns to commit crimes instead of pleading down and letting 
them go. That just teaches them they can get away with it and they will do it again.

Fixing the roads and finishing construction projects.

Lower city taxes.   Return to 1.5%  Before the “temporary “ tax was levied 30+ years ago.  That would be a start.

Give the firefighters the raises the deserve for being the front line of the covid pandemic for our city! Hire more firefighters, do something besides 
giving them Gatorade to increase morale! Stop all law suits against firefighters who have given their life to the city and the betterment of our 
community! Sue and do something about the horrible city council members who continue to miss use funds and are truly misrepresenting the hard 
working people of Toledo!

Create an area within each section of the city for teens to go and learn essential life skills/training, participate in sports, and stay off the streets.  If this 
is not created teens have nowhere else to turn but the streets.

Focusing on a safe community for all of these things are the most important

Stop the Gun Volience in this city it is getting out of hand

Municipal broadband targeted at low income neighborhoods



Give incentives to people who are working and have been working. Its not far all these people who are getting unemployment and stimulus. Wage 
earners who look something also

Reimbursements and grants for any business that was damaged or taken out of business by Health Department shutdown orders should be the 
greatest priority.

Offer some kind of help to those who actually worked during the whole pandemic. Some kind of food vouchers or something would be nice.  All these 
people getting free money & not wanting to work is bull.

There needs to be some DIRECT compensation for essential workers (cashiers/stock workers/ truck drivers/warehouse workers!nurses ect) who has 
been working from day one keeping the WORLD going while others have been allowed to stay home until Covid shots where avalible. Us essential 
workers have been looked over and that's ashame, because we DERSERVE attention (we probably WON'T GET IT) for ALL the hard work we have done 
and still are doing.

New jail, more police officers

Highland Park, a disc golf course would be a good addition. Where the pool was is an empty area.

Invest in police training, to further build community relations and reduce gun violence within the city.

It is important for toledo to realize that investment needs to help middle class and not always the poor. Many middle class neighborhoods are 
declining as the city focuses on the inner city. Lets help point place. Its been 10yrs and the city still hasnt finished installing the lights on the suder 
bridge!!! Also, how about walking paths on shoreland rd? Or adding more park spaces from demolished homes?

Beautification of main streets



how can neighborhoods assure they can get a piece of the pie so to speak

Reentry  programming 
Increased options to deflect and/or divert individuals from the criminal justice system 
It Infrastructure improvements/purchasing it solutions to improve efficiency and accountability

- A small investment/partnership with Humane Ohio to help reduce the over-population of feral cats 
- A grocery/food truck that goes into neighborhoods and provides some basic groceries free of charge  
- Combine all city workers into fewer buildings, resulting in a smaller environmental footprint and allowing those empty buildings to re-appropriated 
into training centers, youth programs, daycare, etc. 
- Set aside money to help homeowners stay in their home - partner them with a fence builder or lawn maintenance company to resolve blight, instead 
of punishing or fining them. The people doing the work would have a job and the home owner would have one less worry.  
- An adult job training program that would also include a free bus ride to get them to training.  
- Wifi in low income housing complexes.

My neighborhood, bordered by Alexis, Talmadge, Airedale and Rambo, does not have curbs or sidewalks.  There are only 2 street lights in 2 whole 
blocks and are very dim.  Walking in the street is dangerous for everyone, not to mention even more dangerous at night!

Hand out money to all the people on corners with signs and get them the help they need to change their lives

Transportation infrastructure, especially bike lanes and paths for transportation, not just recreation.

I think the city has done an incredible job of offering free daily activities (and food as well) at the city parks and beyond, with a big hand from TSA. Kids 
are obviously in school aug-may but I'd like similar types of after school and evening offerings for kids during that time. Boredom is the bad guy, so let's 
keep these kids busy!



Docks facility on the River to access the Hollywood Casino.  Would be the only one with direct access to the Great Lakes in a major city.  Allow for 
overnight docking and larger boats to attract those from in and out of the area.

Roads are in dire need of replacement.  
Abandoned homes are an eyesore.  
 
Money keeps flowing downtown and not in neighborhoods that need it.

It keeps getting mentioned in the paper about the jail replacing the Health Department but no mention of where the Health Department will be 
relocated. Currently the building leaks water from the roof to the basement has moldy ceiling tiles and other hazardous materials in it. There is no 
parking for employees unless you are the HC or Director or privileged few.....there is limited parking for patients/residents. Why can't some of this 
money be invested in Public Health Infrastructure and a new building built or rehabbed to meet the needs of all residents of Lucas County and 
prepare more for Pandemics and other disasters...isn't that what the money is met for?

YES!!!  Please invest in the people of Toledo who have continued to work for the community through this pandemic.  Many of us have been inflicted 
with COVID, yet continued to stay employed at great cost to not only our health and families, but our finances and livelihood as well.  My husband was 
very ill with COVID and unable to work for 2 weeks in January.  He works in the food industry, so he had to use all of his "sick time" as well as a large 
chunk of his "personal time" just to get a paycheck during his illness. Now, he continues to work with very little "off time" for the rest of the year.  Our 
daughter and I, we both work for Promedica, we also had COVID along side my husband in January.  Her and I  were fortunate to be financially covered 
under the Covid Relief Funding that was provided by Promedica, but for people who did not receive this funding, their world is turned upside down.  
Please do something to pay back the Toledo residents who continued to work and hold our community together through the pandemic, especially the 
people who were inflicted with COVID, we have been over looked for far too long.

Gun buy back program - get as many guns off the streets

Fix the roads

As a way to reduce gun violence, it's important to start a program at all grade levels that addresses non-violent ways to settle differences.



Better Public Transit!

public transit must be improved. 
increased housing support

All City owned community centers and firehouses receive updates. Create a Community Development Corporation.



How would you like to learn more about the Toledo Recovery Plan?

Number of responses: 1529

News conferences covered by the local media

Articles in the Toledo Blade and other local newspapers

City of Toledo weekly email newsletter

City of Toledo’s website

Social media (Facebook, Twitter, Instagram)

In-person meetings at City Hall
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What is your age?

Number of responses: 1482
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What is your race/ethnicity?

Number of responses: 1458

"Other" text answers:

Other

Other

European American

African-American

Asian

Caucasian

Latino or Hispanic

Native American

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

Prefer not to say

Other
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Other

White.  "Caucasion" sounds as if it has a basis in biology, but it doesn't.  It's a social construct.

Human

multi

human

Inuit

Other

Other

Other

Scandinavian American, with African DNA

I have the  perfect plan.  It creates jobs  strengthens the economy and it works for all.  The money  invested/spent keeps cycling, keeps building and 
growing.  it works to build America.  there is many segment to this plan and creating a wide recovery,  If you would give me twenty minutes of your time 
I would love to share.



White

Arabic

Reynold Corners Community Development, Rocleen Reihing 419-535-5667  please contact me on this issue,  President  Retake property 1800 Kreiger Dr 
the old Fall Meyer Elementary school properrty, breech of contract by EIDI Shields  Board of Lucas County transfered property for $0 them to erect a 
youth sports center, this commpany already changed zoning on Dorr St frontage  They have approached Toledo-Lucas County to chsngen oning for a 
private storage units nad sell property for personal profit.  We would like to see a NEIGHBORHOOD PARK, which this area does nlot have any.  We 
would like to see developement for park geared to youth. baseball diamond, basketball court, pavillions with picnic tables and grills, gym equipment for 
children and handicap, splash pad  this is next to undevelopment 5 arces of wooden land own by city.   1800 Kreiger Dr approx 8 acre plus.  We DO 
NOT have any developed neighborhhood parks in this area.   the only park we have is between Joyce & Calla, green space only between residents of 
cuba and saturn  These residents have increase living space with  no taxes, it has been like this for years.  There is absolutly no park equipment in this 
area.  Our tax money is paying for these individuls enjoying and estra pieceof land added by their back yards with no taxes.

White motherfucker

Other

It doesn’t matter- as a member of the community, I want to see it grow and improve for everyone.

Irish/German/British

Other

Other



Arab

Racist question. My race has nothing to do with my opinions here

It shouldn’t matter if “we’re all equal.”

Skin color does not determine a race. My race is human. I am a non hyphenated american. Whether you belive God created us or we crawed out a 
pond, we all come from the same place.

Don’t ask that’s racist

Other

Other

Human


